5. Agro-based clusters in Asia

5.1 INTRODUCTION TO CLUSTERS IN ASIA

Unsurprisingly for such a large and diverse continent, there is considerable variety in ACs in Asia. While ACs are almost non-existent in countries such as Uzbekistan and Tajikistan (Ji-Hyeon et al., 2007), they play a central role in the development of agriculture and agro-based industry in other countries (Malaysia, 2006). They differ in the extent of their dynamism; some are largely “dormant” or “embryonic” while others are highly dynamic (Sandee, 1998). Similarly, some owe much of their growth to explicit state initiatives, some to other institutions such as development agencies and universities, while others have grown in a more bottom-up fashion. The case studies in this chapter highlight these and other areas of difference.

There are, however, some elements of commonality to be found when looking at ACs in Asia. One of these elements is the context within which studies of these clusters have been carried out. The majority of studies of ACs do not study them as distinct phenomena but have seen them as examples of industrial clusters more generally.

This treatment of ACs as no different from other industrial clusters partly reflects the context within which much policy action in this area occurs. For example, in Indonesia, there is no explicit government policy for the promotion of agro-industrial clusters. Instead, promotion of ACs occurs through programmes promoting SME clusters more generally. Likewise, most of the literature on Indonesian ACs reviewing the success of these programmes makes little distinction between ACs and industrial clusters (for example, Sandee, 1998 and Tambunan, 2005); similarly the lack of differentiation is apparent in much of the work undertaken by intergovernmental organizations. UNIDO’s work in promoting the food-processing cluster of Pune in India, for example, is undertaken as part of a more general programme to develop industrial clusters in India. Its subsequent research publications (UNIDO 2000, 2001) reflect this treatment of ACs as just another example of industrial clustering. In this respect, the Indian and Thai examples highlighted in this chapter represent exceptions to, rather than examples of, the general trend.

---
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5.2 GAP CLUSTER IN THAILAND

5.2.1 The Western GAP Cluster and its context: some figures

The first Thai agricultural region to take an active cluster approach to GAP was an area made up of four provinces near to Kasetsart University in the west of the country (Figure 5). This area is mainly characterized by vegetable production and has a total vegetable area of 35,200 ha (Korpraditskul, 2005). Little data exists on how the total production of this area has changed over time.

The development of the cluster needs to be seen in relation to the changing fate of Thai fruits and vegetables in the export market. While exports from the sector’s competitors in China, Viet Nam and the Philippines have increased, Thailand’s exports of fresh fruits and vegetables to the European Union market have fallen from US$9.5 million in 2000 to just US$3.6 million in 2005 (GTZ, 2008).

5.2.2 The emergence of collective action

The roots of the coordinated cluster action can be found in concerns over the future of Thai agricultural and agro-industrial exports. Given a lack of stringent supervision controlling agricultural production, there was concern that Thai agricultural exports were suffering because of an apparent failure in relation to international health standards. In 2002, the agricultural department of Kasetsart University commenced initiatives in the regions around its campus in order to tackle this issue. An additional concern was to promote the spread of new technology (Korpraditskul, 2005). Overall, it appears that the university has been key in sparking the collective action within the cluster.

Figure 5. The Western GAP Cluster of Thailand
The first cluster meeting occurred in August 2002 in collaboration with the Kenan Institute of Asia. Four exporters, numerous collectors, 90 farmers and 4 farmer group leaders were in attendance. Subsequent monthly meetings were held to discuss issues affecting the fresh vegetable supply chain. A key development occurred in 2004 when the Ministry of Agriculture launched the Food Safety Year, publishing GAP for a range of commodities. This initiative became a key driver for the cluster to develop its own system of quality assurance. It was thought that it was necessary to comply not just with the Ministry of Agriculture's GAP but also EurepGAP (now GLOBALGAP), as the latter would further facilitate access to markets. The farmers were brought together by the cluster so that there could be common learning about their normal practices and the constraints they faced in trying to meet the GAP of the Ministry of Agriculture and EurepGAP. A common cluster GAP was produced in the Thai language within three months. The GAP itself was made as accessible to the relevant parties as possible. Not only was it in Thai, but any part that was not applicable to the normal practices of each relevant actor was deleted and the whole GAP was made simple to understand. Acting as a cluster aided the whole process, allowing exchange of information between the different actors (farmers, exporters, distributors, research institutes, etc.) (Korpraditskul, 2005).

While the production of a common GAP was a key step in raising the quality levels of the cluster's produce, other action was clearly necessary to ensure that it was understood and kept to. The cluster has a GAP assessment and checking system that includes farm advisors, government officials, farm leaders, trained internal auditors and various other cluster stakeholders. Recent research on small farmers' implementation of GAP revealed a general lack of understanding of the system (Korpraditskul, 2005). For this reason, training courses were developed, relevant to each area. The cluster has taken on many other related tasks. It is now committed, inter alia, to providing training to all parts of the cluster and promoting public-private dialogue. It also launched a symbol for products that achieve the GAP requirements.

Overall, the cluster’s work appears to have been largely successful in promoting GAP in the region. Indeed, the approach taken in this cluster is being extended to areas in the rest of Thailand. This extension (called ThaiGAP) is being driven by a PPP. The main actors are the Thai Chamber of Commerce and the agricultural department of Kasetsart University. It aims to build on the Western GAP cluster’s work in improving agricultural practice, and also raise the profile of Thai agricultural exports internationally (Chuenprayoth, 2007). Importantly, despite being a national initiative, this new action still has a cluster-based approach at its core. The scheme focuses upon acting in eight key clusters around the country. Similar to the Western GAP cluster, it hopes to use the dynamics of collective action by supply chain members and support institutions to promote SMEs in these areas.

5.2.3 The future of the cluster

While the Western GAP cluster has had much success in raising the quality and health standards of the cluster’s produce, there are questions over its sustainability. In particular these questions arise because of the necessity of outside sources of funding for many of
the initiatives. Although the act of bringing together different cluster members is relatively costless, initiatives such as providing training are not. For example, when these initiatives were introduced, they were dependent upon a Provincial Project grant. The nationwide ThaiGAP initiative has similar limitations. One of the first processes that its committee highlights as important is to ask for budget support from the Office of Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion (part of the Ministry of Industry) (Chuenprayoth, 2007), thus indicating the inability for these clusters to act without external support. Additionally, although there is much sharing of knowledge between various members of the cluster, there is also a high dependence on the agricultural department of Kasetsart University and bodies external to the cluster for knowledge inputs.

However, these weaknesses of the cluster initiatives do not necessarily undermine the cluster projects. This is especially true for funding in the short term. For instance, the ThaiGAP initiative now has funding from the Office of Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion, the Thai Chamber of Commerce and the Thai Fruit and Vegetable Producers’ Association (GTZ, 2008). Moreover, as the cluster develops, one might argue that the dependence on external actors may decline as the capabilities of the cluster members are increased.

The cluster project overlaps with some donor backed initiatives. For example, GTZ has an active programme in Thailand aiming to enhance the competitiveness of SMEs in certain fruit and vegetable subsectors through the promotion of technological advisory services. Through cooperation with institutions such as the Thai Chamber of Commerce and the National Technical Working Group, GTZ has also explicitly aided and supported the development of ThaiGAP (GTZ, 2008).

5.3 ROOT CROP PROCESSING CLUSTER IN DONG LIEU, VIET NAM

Dong Lieu is a peri-urban area around 30 km from Hanoi. Two-thirds of its 2 193 households are engaged in some part of the root crop processing value chain (Peters et al., 2002). It is a useful example of how clusters can contribute to the success of a product and the diffusion of innovation. It is also of interest as the cluster has developed largely endogenously.

5.3.1 The Dong Lieu root crop processing cluster: some figures

The main activity undertaken in the cluster is starch processing from cassava and canna roots. The increase in the production of these products can be taken as an indication of the dynamism of the cluster. Cassava starch processing started in the region in 1978 with an average production of 0.05 tonnes/household/year. Today it has grown to 3 tonnes/household/year. When canna starch processing commenced in 1960, the average production/household/year was 0.04 tonnes. Now it is 9 tonnes/household/year (Peters et al., 2002.)

The success of the cluster can be seen in other ways too. For example, the cluster has now moved into new markets (such as textiles and pharmaceuticals) innovating new products (such as refined dry starch) and technologies in order to do so.
5.3.2 The structure of the cluster

The raw materials, fresh cassava and canna roots, are sold to individual household processors at a daily market. These households extract the starch through a process of grating, filtering and sedimentation. These processes lead to the production of wet starch (30–35 percent moisture content). In some cases, other households purchase this wet starch and refine and dry it. This produces a second product, refined dry starch, of greater value.

The households mentioned above form the core of the cluster, but there exist other important actors whose presence is dependent on the clustering of the firms. A local equipment manufacture and repair industry has grown up to serve the increasing demand of the cluster. There are those who organize the sale of starch to markets further away but of higher value.

Figure 6. Map of Latin American fruit clusters

Source: Author’s elaboration.
Other households use some of the wet cassava starch in the manufacture of maltose, which in turn is used by local candy producers or (the majority) exported. The manufacture of maltose uses rice seedlings, produced within the cluster by certain households. Other activities within the cluster include the production of noodles and the collection of the residue from the starch processing process in order to use it for pig raising both inside and outside of the cluster. There is also some fish raising. All these spin-off enterprises are a product of the clustering of the core starch processing enterprises. The structure of the cluster itself can be seen in Figure 6.

5.3.3 The upgrading of the cluster

The links between the various members of the Dong Lieu root crop industry have been crucial to its success, thus further demonstrating the importance of clustering. The importance of these links can be demonstrated by looking at the diffusion of new technology throughout the cluster’s households. These new technologies have driven the dramatic increase in production, and include the introduction of mechanical filtration equipment, root washers, water filters and the tiling of their tank walls with ceramic tiles. That these technologies arrived and spread rapidly through the cluster is primarily because of the links between the producers and the local engineers. Through these links local workshops were able to develop, manufacture and market equipment that was appropriate to the needs of the cluster. Meanwhile, the links between the households and the engineers also provided a quick way for the household enterprises to become aware of the new innovations. In addition, links between each household enterprise further accelerated the diffusion of new technology. Of the 48 households surveyed by Peters et al. (2002), 39 said that they discussed new technologies with their neighbours, indicating a considerable flow of information around the community.

5.3.4 Limitations of the cluster

While the clustering of the root crop processing has been beneficial, particularly as it has supported the growth of related industries and as it has allowed the rapid diffusion of innovation, the cluster does face some limitations. In particular, the clustering of the enterprises also means a clustering of their waste. Waste water and the root crop residues that cannot be used as feed are both major pollutants, and the contamination of local rivers and streams is an issue. This problem rebounds on the producers because they depend on the availability of clean water, and there is also a major public health issue. Technical solutions, such as communal treatment facilities, are proposed to tackle this problem. A second limitation of the cluster concerns space. A lack of space is already limiting the growth of some enterprises, thus hindering the dynamism of the area. Clustering may thus have been advantageous to the development of the root crop processing industry, but it is not without problems.
5.4 GRAPE CLUSTER IN MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Although one the largest producers of fruit and vegetables in the world, India has had little success in the export of these products. Despite being the world’s third biggest producer of fruits and the second largest producer of vegetables, India’s share of world horticultural trade was just 2.3 percent in 2004 (Roy and Thorat, 2008). One of the major factors limiting the growth of its agro-export industries, particularly given the reduction of many trade barriers, is the inability of its smallholder dominated production systems to meet the food safety requirements of export markets. In addition, there is little knowledge among smallholders about the feasibility of producing for exports and the necessary processes for doing so. The case study of the Maharashtra grape cluster is, however, a success story in highlighting how smallholders can overcome these constraints.

5.4.1 The Maharashtra grape cluster: some figures

Although traditionally grape production in India has largely been for the domestic market in table grapes, its export sector has been growing rapidly. In 1971, Indian grapes made up only 0.1 percent of global grape exports in terms of both quantity and value. By 2005 it had rapidly increased its contribution, accounting for 1.5 percent of the quantity and 1.2 percent of the value of global grape exports (FAOSTAT). Maharashtra State has played a key and increasingly central role within the Indian grape sector. In the 1987/88 season the state produced 19.6 percent of India’s total grape production, a figure that grew to 75 percent in 2002 (Naik, 2006). It also dominates the export market. In 2005, the state’s largest grape production area, Nasik, accounted for 80 percent of Indian grape exports (FAO, 2008).

5.4.2 The evolution of the grape cluster

In 1961 the Maharashtra State Grape Growers’ Association (MRDBS) was formed by a group of 25 grape producers from across the state. The aim of this association was to improve cultivation practices. By the 1970s the association was seeking technical advice from scientists (both from India and abroad). This advice was of a highly practical nature, with a heavy involvement of the farmers themselves and field research (Hall et al., 2001). A good example of the improvements this research produced is the introduction of gibberellic acid to the cultivation process. This began when researchers discovered that it could increase yields substantially. Because the acid was not available locally, the association facilitated its importation by getting the import duty reduced and supplying the chemical to members at cost (Naik, 2006).

The improved cultivation practices helped to raise production levels. However, by 1985 the domestic market was oversupplied and prices for grapes had declined. In response, the formation of cooperatives was encouraged by MRDBS as a way of assisting the marketing of the grapes (Hall et al., 2001). In addition, producers and traders began to investigate other markets. These included domestic ones such as Ahmedabad, Delhi and Kolkata. However, transport bottlenecks and middlemen in the terminal markets reduced the profitability of these domestic markets (Naik, 2006). Markets in the Near East and Europe were also
investigated. Research into these markets was done through a variety of methods, from an individual farmer experimenting by exporting a few cartons to tours and delegations sponsored by the state and/or MRDBS (Naik, 2006). These investigations highlighted the presence of a market. At the same time, developments at the national level aided the Maharashtra grape cluster. The central government acted to encourage the development of infrastructure and established the National Horticulture Board (NHB) and the Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority (APEDA).

By 1991 it had become apparent that there was an export market for Indian grapes, but also it became clear that action needed to be taken to improve the quality of the grapes as well as building and upgrading the value chains. In order to facilitate these tasks, Mahagrapes was formed. It represents a public-private partnership (PPP), being owned and governed by its members (grape cooperatives) but with considerable public support in its set-up. For example, the state marketing board paid the salaries of the governing body for the first three years and provided for consultancy services, while the National Cooperative Development Corporation (NCDC) and the state government provided loans (Roy and Thorat, 2008).

5.4.3 Factors contributing to the success of Maharashtra grape cluster

Through various bodies such as MRDBS and Mahagrapes, the grape producers themselves have been crucial to the cluster’s success. However, only concentrating on producers (and the institutions of which they are members) risks suggesting that the success of the cluster has simply been because of the producers acting in a collective fashion. By highlighting the role of different actors in the supply chain, this section hopes to highlight how success of the Maharashtra grape cluster has been driven by the interaction between all the different members of the cluster, thus highlighting the benefits of clustering.

Grape producers and their associations: The actions of some individual farmers have been important to the growth of the cluster. For example, in 1986 a single farmer undertook an experimental export of a few cartons of grapes to the United Kingdom. The relative success of this experiment was one of the factors that encouraged others to explore this market (Naik, 2006). There are also some independent producers who have had success in the export market. However, it is when the producers act in a coordinated way, especially through various institutions set up to facilitate these actions, that the success of the cluster is really driven.

As the discussion of the evolution of the cluster highlights, MRDBS has been crucial to the development of the cluster. By grouping the producers together, it has allowed them to do three things. First, it has allowed them to benefit from economies of scale when importing specialized inputs, such as gibberellic acid, thus making it more economical to produce higher quality grapes. Second, it has facilitated the investigation of new markets. Such investigations are difficult and expensive for individual farmers to undertake, but MRDBS has aided this exploration, for example, through sponsored tours. It should be noted that the state government and national agencies such as APEDA have also been actively helping farmers in this market research. Finally, through its own research and coordination with other research institutions, MRDBS has been able to supply actors with the Maharashtra cluster with important information relevant to various stages of the value chain.
In 1991 the activities of MRDBS were supplemented by the formation of Mahagrapes. The specific mandate of Mahagrapes is to locate internationally acceptable quality grapes from growers; identify lucrative foreign markets; and to access and develop pre-cooling and storage facilities using imported technology (Hall et al., 2001). Mahagrapes undertook a number of activities that have helped to upgrade the Maharashtra grape cluster. As soon as it was set up it used loans (mostly from the NCDC and state government) to build pre-cooling and cold storage facilities for each cooperative (Naik, 2006). These are vital for the export of the grapes and previously were almost completely unavailable. Additionally by marketing all the grapes under one brand name, Mahagrapes has helped to establish an international reputation for the produce (FAO, 2008).

The most important activities undertaken by Mahagrapes are in relation to the creation of a knowledge base and in aiding the implementation and application of new knowledge. One of the biggest barriers to Indian exports to Europe is voluntary standards such as GLOBALGAP (Roy and Thorat, 2008). Especially for smallholders, acquiring information on the complex and often changing standards involves high-fixed costs. Mahagrapes helps to overcome this information barrier by finding the information and disseminating it free of cost to its member farmers. It continually updates lists of pesticides and fertilizers that are approved or banned by the standards and distributes these to farmers in a yearly handbook. Through workshops and field demonstrations, farmers and grape handlers/sorters are informed about the latest methods. Mahagrapes also helps farmers in the implementation and application of this new knowledge. It provides materials, such as specially imported packaging materials that comply with international norms. It purchases and produces inputs, such as biofertilizers in bulk so as to help producers economically meet GLOBALGAP requirements. Meanwhile, the grape plant is regularly monitored by farmers themselves but with organized help from scientists from the National Research Centre in Pune. In addition, the whole GLOBALGAP certification process was made cheaper when Mahagrapes managed to provide entire cooperatives with certification (previously each farmer would pay for certification). In all these ways, the collective action facilitated via Mahagrapes has enabled grape producers in Maharashtra to overcome the constraints to the export market (Roy and Thorat, 2008).

**Research institutions**: As part of its efforts to improve the practices of its members, MRDBS established contact with agricultural universities and other Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) centres. These contacts have not only provided the Maharashtra grape sector with knowledge already in existence, but has also helped to promote research that is relevant to the local conditions. The Indian Institute of Horticulture Research, through its fruit research station in Pune (Maharashtra’s second largest city), is a good example of this process. It has used field trials to adapt to local conditions knowledge about the production of export-quality grapes that was available from elsewhere (Naik, 2006). Other ICAR institutes and the state agricultural university have also developed locally relevant pre-harvest, harvest and post-harvest technologies. The degree of interaction between these research institutions and the grape producers is best exemplified by the National Research Centre for Grapes. This centre was established by ICAR but is located within the building of the MRDBS (Hall et al., 2001). It conducts research on both the vineyards managed by MRDBS and those owned by individual farmers, while it undertakes all of these activities with close collaboration with exporters (Naik, 2006). Given that the gap between Indian
grapes and the standards necessary for the export markets was initially very wide, the collaboration between these research institutions and other cluster members has been vital in upgrading the grape cluster.

**Government and other public institutions:** The public sector has been of crucial importance to the success of the grape cluster. For example, as described above, the state government and other public institutions were crucial in the formation of Mahagrapes. They have also provided loans and expertise to support it. State institutions support the cluster in other ways. Among other actions, the state marketing board collects technical and market information for producers. Meanwhile, the Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC) also acts to promote the sector, and the state's department of horticulture implements a residue monitoring plan involving 5,979 vineyards (Naik, 2006).

Outside of the cluster, it is important to note the role of the national government. It has established various institutions, such as the National Horticulture Board and the Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority, which have acted to support the export of grapes from Maharashtra. Once the feasibility of the export of grapes became apparent, it also supported the industry through the creation of cold storage facilities and the development of infrastructure (Naik, 2006). In addition, Agri-Export Zones have been set up in the grape growing areas of Maharashtra State (these also involve the state government).

**Other actors:** Other actors have played an important role in the success of the cluster, albeit in less formal ways. For example, the presence of a good credit system is important for the cluster, as grape related activity is capital intensive. The area has a good network of commercial and cooperative banks, and this has helped to promote (and has been promoted by) the success of the cluster.

### 5.4.4 Limitations of the cluster

At times the actions of those within the cluster have been costly and mistaken. For example, when Mahagrapes started to promote the export of grapes to Europe, the various initiatives to ensure that producers met the required standards were insufficient. Indeed, the rejection rate of the early Mahagrape consignments to Europe was at times as high as 80 percent, because of failure to reach standards (Roy and Thorat, 2008). An especially costly rejection occurred in 1992, leading to 20 million rupees (approximately US$400,000) worth of losses. Many cooperatives left Mahagrapes as a result of this loss and concentrated instead upon the domestic market. These problems have now been overcome. The rejection rates were brought down to 10 percent by 1995 and were down to less than 1 percent by 2001 (Roy and Thorat, 2008). However, the early rejections do show that mistakes have been made.

Another limitation of the cluster relates to the links that are present in the cluster. While there are clear horizontal links (between producers) as well as clear links between producers and facilitating organizations (such as the research institutes), the presence of vertical links with other elements of the value chain are less clear. It is hard to be certain about these links, as they may simply be informal or undocumented. Moreover, initiatives such as the
Agri-Export Zones (which aims to help to facilitate coordination between all the different activities in the value chain) may help to tackle this weakness, if there is one.

A related point concerns the increased involvement of private enterprises in the export supply chain. Mahindra Shubhlabh Services Ltd, the agribusiness arm of the large Mahindra Group conglomerate, has recently become involved in the cluster (FAO, 2008). Among other activities, the company collaborates with the research institutes to help improve quality levels; uses extension officers to help its contracted producers meet GLOBALGAP requirements; and it helps coordinate and improve the complex supply chain necessary for the export of the grapes (FAO, 2008). In these different ways, the company may help promote beneficial linkages throughout the cluster, though it is too soon to judge whether this is the case.

Finally, while the cluster has played a large part in expanding export levels of Indian grapes, it still has work to do to maintain the unit price for exports. Roy and Thorat (2008) found that producers who were affiliated to Mahagrapes (largely producing for the export market) earned significantly higher profits than those not affiliated (largely producing for the domestic market). This conclusion held even when other factors, such as skill levels, were controlled for. Additionally they found that there was no bias against smallholders in terms of membership of Mahagrapes. However, the profit levels may be reduced if the price that Indian grapes can demand declines. Figure 7 demonstrates how the unit price of Indian grape exports has declined to below the world aggregated price. Clearly, this price is the unit price of all the grapes exported from India. Yet, given the importance of the region to the country’s grape export sector, this decline in unit price does suggest that the Maharashtra cluster still has work to do to retain its profitability.

Figure 7. The unit price of Indian and world aggregate grape exports

Source: Author’s elaboration.
5.5 CHINESE LIVESTOCK CLUSTERS

5.5.1 Chinese livestock clusters: some figures

In 2007, mainland China was responsible for over 30 percent of global meat production (FAOSTAT). With production levels now providing China with a clear surplus, increasing attention is being paid to raising the quality of the produce and increasing the sector’s international competitiveness. The approach taken by the Chinese livestock sector is increasingly one that shares many commonalities with the cluster approach. The case also highlights the changing nature of agricultural policy in general in China. Little literature is easily available on this cluster; much of the factual content of this section comes from Brown et al. (2007).

5.5.2 The evolution of Chinese livestock clusters

State policies have in the past hindered the development of agricultural clusters. The communes and brigades of the central planning era concentrated instead upon increasing the quantity of output, and in such a centrally planned economy unsurprisingly there was little emphasis upon developing links between different members of the value chain. In the post reform era there has been little action to coordinate the different parts of the value chain. Indeed, until recently, each part of the value chain had its own ministry and there was little coordination between them. The inputs, production, processing, marketing and trade sectors were all administered in different ways by a variety of ministries. Taking a cluster-based approach, looking at the interaction between all the members of the value chain, this rarely occurred. Similarly, interaction between non-governmental actors in the agricultural sector was limited. This can be seen clearly at the household level (where most of the activity in the livestock value chain now takes place). Following the move away from the centrally planned economy, “extreme collectivism was replaced with extreme individualism on a household level” (Brown et al., 2007). Neither left room for the “co-opetition”, i.e. the cooperation and competition between cluster members that characterizes clusters.

Recently, however, the agricultural system has become more “cluster like”. In particular, there has been a change in emphasis on looking at the whole value chain, rather than treating it different parts separately. There has also been a move away from households acting individually. The following section underscores that changes in state policy has been central to the move, and also how the sector still does not completely conform to the ideal cluster type.

5.5.3 The upgrading of the clusters

Institutional support: Government action is largely responsible for the recent moves in the livestock sector towards a more cluster-style system. At the most basic level, the new focus on the value chain as a whole can be seen by the changes in the ministries concerned. With exception of the Ministry of Agriculture, government reforms have either downgraded or abolished all of the ministries involved in the agricultural sector. This has left the Ministry
of Agriculture in a position to be able to coordinate the different parts of the agricultural system in a much more effective fashion. Below this new overarching, the livestock industry has its own department, the Animal Husbandry Bureau.

It is in specific policies that the cluster style approach to agriculture is becoming increasingly apparent. One example of such policies is the “Advantaged area programme”. This programme was introduced by the Ministry of Agriculture and covers 11 broad commodity types. One of these commodity types combines beef cattle, sheep meat and goat meat and thus includes much of the livestock sector. Broad geographical areas are identified as priority areas for promoting these livestock types, and then programmes are targeted at smaller administrative areas (cities or counties) within these areas. Table 11 details the programmes that are to be carried out in the sheep and goat sectors. Three aspects of these programmes should be of note. First, similarly to many of the other clusters featured in this document, the focus is upon quality. Second, attention is paid to all of the different parts of the value chain, from pre-production to the marketing and processing by “Dragon head enterprises” (see next paragraph). Such an integrated approach is key to cluster policies. Last, all of this activity is to take place within geographical proximity. Again, this is one of the features of clusters.

One of the central aspects of the changes to the Chinese agricultural system is the pursuit of vertical integration. In the Chinese context, vertical integration essentially aims to reduce the lengths of supply chains, to move into higher value segments and to develop large,
vertically integrated enterprises (“Dragon head enterprises”). The way that these Dragon head enterprises engage with other actors in the sector is enlightening. The idea behind Dragon head enterprises is that they help to lead the rest of the dragon (i.e. the industry value chain and its participants). Formal contracts or informal relationships are used to connect the households and other enterprises in the sector to the Dragon head enterprises. In this sense, this system in many ways resembles a cluster; firms are linked formally and informally throughout the value chain in order to help coordinate action. The key difference this system has to the ideal-type cluster is that here the coordination process is less the result of the actions of many individual firms and more centred upon one enterprise. However, one is beginning to see an emergence of collective action taking place within levels of the vertical integrated enterprises.

Collective action: Collective action in the Chinese livestock sector can be divided into two loose groupings: industry associations and local groups. Industry associations exist largely to facilitate links between the government and enterprises (households, larger firms, etc.). Indeed many were formerly government departments. One recent development is that companies have taken a role in developing industry associations. For example, the Hengdian Company organized the Dongying Beef Association in Shandong. Such company-developed associations have become a way of organizing inputs and coordinating households as well as other industry stakeholders.

Local groups exist at the next spatial level down from industry associations. They form a central part of the vertical integration programme. They are generally small and locally based, predominantly being village or township groups mainly made up of households. Their role in the integration programme is to act as a linking mechanism. They first, link Dragon’s head enterprises to households to enable the former to source the services and inputs of the latter. Second, they serve to improve household’s access to markets and services. They also play an important role in disease control and food safety, information and quality assurance.

The number of local groups has increased rapidly in recent years. Their exact form varies. One type of group, and one that the government has been trying to promote, is the specialized “small livestock raising areas”. These are normally groups of between 5 and 15 specialized households, usually located in close proximity. They elect a head who helps coordinate action. They usually use the same type of stock, have similar or common facilities, use common veterinary and feed regimes, and sell through the same marketing channels. At a large scale, there are also specialized village groups. Organization on such a scale allows the large enterprises to enter into purchase agreements at this village level through the leaders of these groups. Such grouping and specialization also occurs outside of the primary production sector. For example, some groups at the village level specialize in sheep or goat slaughtering, while others are specialized in marketing. Other types of grouping exist, including less formal groups. They all share a common rational; clustering together enables them to gain from scale economies, particularly in marketing.
6. Agro-based clusters in Africa

6.1 INTRODUCTION TO CLUSTERS IN AFRICA

Cluster work in Africa is in an infant stage of development. Some descriptive work has been done in a few English-speaking countries where cluster initiatives are just starting to develop. The analysis so far suggests that there is vast scope for positive AC interventions at both policy and programme levels.

Pioneers in analysing clusters in Africa are McCormick (1998, 1999) and Mitullah (1999), who started collecting material on clusters and explored whether the benefits that clustering provided in other parts of the world could also be applied in Africa.

The existing literature shows that African clusters vary tremendously in internal structure and level of industrialization. In fact, the literature suggests the existence of three types of clusters in Africa. The first type is the so-called groundwork cluster that provides a basis for development by improving producers’ access to markets. The second one is the industrializing cluster, which has started the process of specialization and differentiation. The third type is the complex cluster that has already diversified its size structure and linkages and is able to tap wider national or international markets.

Groundwork clusters are more common in Africa, followed by industrializing clusters, whereas only a few complex clusters are found. Those in the last category are less developed than in other parts of the world mainly because: a) trading networks are underdeveloped in Africa; b) clustering has taken place in the context of an overabundance of labour, which means that labour market pooling effects have not worked as expected; c) clustering has occurred in environments of weak political and economic institutions; and d) large-scale industries (including agro-industries) are in disarray as a result of a rapid market liberalization while small and medium firms continue to offer low-value, low-quality products that have difficulty competing with the widely available imports (McCormick, 1998, 2003).

The World Bank Institute (WBI) started some work on African clusters with its initiative “Knowledge, Technology and Growth in Africa” in 2005–06 (Zeng, 2008). The initiative delivered 11 case studies, 3 of which are in the agricultural sector: fish clusters in Uganda, a Kenyan cut-flower cluster and a South African wine cluster. The general conclusions were that African clusters face enormous challenges, and that their sustainability depends on how successfully they can overcome them. Resource-based clusters, especially those in the agricultural sector, need

28 This chapter is based on a contribution of Alexandra Röttger. Agricultural Management Officer. Agricultural Management, Marketing and Finance Service, FAO Rural Infrastructure and Agro-industries Division.

29 The research was part of a project on collective efficiency and small-scale industry, implemented by the Institute of Development Studies at the University of Sussex, and funded by DFID.
to find solutions to avoid resource depletion and to upgrade their products. Most importantly, the public sector needs both to establish a favourable regulatory and incentive environment, facilitating knowledge and technology learning and innovation, and to provide high-quality public goods, notably infrastructure, that the private sector can benefit from (Zeng, 2008).

6.2 FISH PROCESSING CLUSTERS AROUND LAKE VICTORIA

There are several studies documenting fish clusters around the Lake Victoria. These include the Kisumu and Uhanya Beach (about 60 km from Kisumu) clusters in Kenya, and the Entebbe and Jinja ones in Uganda (McCormick, 1999; Mitulla, 1998; and Bolo, 2006). Fish clusters in Tanzania, however, have not been recorded in the literature, despite the fact that Tanzania has become the most important African exporter of fish to the European Union.

6.2.1 Lake Victoria fish clusters: some figures

Lake Victoria is the biggest fish reserve on the African continent, yielding about 25 percent of the total catch of all inland fisheries. These abundant fish resources have led to the development of fish clusters around this lake. The introduction of the Nile perch into the lake in the 1950s by British settlers underpinned the growth of the fish clusters. The fish clusters developed as a result of the rising overseas demand for fish, mainly in Europe, as fish supplies in northern waters dwindled (Jansen, 1997).

The total catch of all fish species in Lake Victoria increased from about 100 000 tonnes in 1979 to about 500 000 tonnes in 1989 and to an estimated 840 000 tonnes in 2006. Nile perch fillet exports grew tremendously from 1999, with Tanzania being the leading exporter.
Kenyan fish catches on Lake Victoria peaked in 1988–1992, but then declined until 1999. In 2001 about 80 000 tonnes of Nile perch, 50 000 tonnes of dagaa31 and 20 000 tonnes of tilapia were landed on Kenyan shores. Ugandan fish landings have been around the 200 000 tonnes mark, except in 2000. Exports peaked in 1996 with 16 000 tonnes and again in 2004 and 2005 with 18 000 tonnes and 24 000 tonnes respectively (Balagadde, 2005; www.eurofish.dk).

6.2.2 Fish cluster evolution over time

Lake Victoria has a long fishing history. The growing international demand for Nile perch in industrialized countries triggered the phenomenal growth of the fishing industry in the early 1980s. In response to the increased landings of Nile perch during this time, more fishermen were drawn into the fishery. The number increased from about 11 000 in 1971 to 22 000 in 1989 and 24 000 in 1992 on the Kenyan part of Lake Victoria. An estimate is that 180 000 additional jobs were created in the 1980s. (Adeya, 2006). Processing factories were established along the shoreline of Lake Victoria. The first plants in Kenya were set up in the early and mid-1980s to process Nile perch and export its fillets to markets overseas. They proved to be so profitable that more factories were soon set up in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. In the mid-1990s there were about 35 factories spread around the lake. Many of the factories have been financed by international development banks and received support from government development aid agencies of the industrialized countries (Adeya, 2006).

The industry suffered a severe shock when fish exports to the European Union were banned in 1997 over a lack of conformity to sanitary and safety regulations. Most factories closed down for a number of years, but had reopened by the end of the decade.

Nowadays, fish catches from the lake are at risk because of a sharp decline in fish stocks. Tanzania is still the main exporter of Nile perch fillets to the European Union market. Kenya has reported some cuts in its Nile perch fillet exports. Uganda is now very close to Tanzania as top Nile perch exporter to the European Union market, and has further invested recently in its Nile perch processing industry despite the indications of declines in fish resources.

6.2.3 Upgrading of the Lake Victoria fish cluster

It is questionable whether the Lake Victoria cluster has potential for upgrading. The cluster itself is fragile mainly because of weak mechanisms for joint action, unequal power relationships and decreasing fish supplies. However, the crisis caused by the European import ban of 1997 spurred collective action in the form of information sharing, which led to a sensible upgrading of the fish cluster (McCormick, 1999).

Emergence of collective action: In recent years, the Lake Victoria cluster has faced two challenges that have led to collective action: the falling fish stock and the European Union import ban.

---

31 Dagaa is the collective name in Kenya and Tanzania for various types of sardine-like fish eaten in a dried form by poor- and middle-income groups throughout eastern and southern Africa.
The falling fish stocks have been an issue since the early twentieth century despite the absence of reliable stock assessment measures. The average size of landed fish has declined from over 50 kg in the 1980s to 10 kg in 2006. This is mainly a result of over-fishing and the use of illegal fishing gear that destroys nursery grounds and water hyacinth. Over-fishing results from fishermen's failure to observe existing regulations (e.g. catching undersized fish late at night) as well as from the fierce competition among legions of fishermen in limited waters. Processors have responded to declining fish catches by expanding their catchment area from Kenya to Uganda and Tanzania. Other players, such as fishermen cooperatives, did little to respond to falling supplies; the Fisheries Department failed to enforce regulations and manage the fisheries (Mitullah, 1999).

The lack of joint action on fish supplies contrasts with the decisive response to the second shock to the fish cluster. The European Union banned the importation of Nile perch from East Africa in April 1997 when two people died after eating salmonella-infected fish from Uganda. The ban almost killed the fish processing industry, but on the other hand opened the door especially for horizontal information sharing in order to meet European Union health and safety requirements. In addition, processors jointly improved their logistics, and traders joined forces and invested into hygienic reception sheds on the beaches (Mitullah, 1999). Across the cluster, firms invested substantially in process upgrading, laboratory capacities and Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) procedures, among other things, which led to Uganda being allowed to resume exports of fishery products to the European Union (Adeya, 2006).

**Institutional support to the fish cluster:** Institutional support to the fish cluster remains weak. This holds for all levels of support at local, national and regional levels. To address some of the common problems of the lake, the Governments of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania established the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO) in 1994. The aim of LVFO is to foster cooperation among the partner states by harmonizing national measures, developing and adopting conservation and management measures for the sustainable utilization of living resources of Lake Victoria. The organization is doing its best to coordinate management efforts.

Uganda used to have a number of state enterprises and projects in the production of fishnets, fish trawling, processing and trucking. However, they were rather unsuccessful and were eventually privatized. The situation further deteriorated as the prolonged economic and political problems of the country fostered illegal fishing practices, and the Department of Fisheries did not have surveillance capacities. Hence, guidelines and standards were lacking in the country (Adeya, 2006).

Kenya's support to the fish cluster is equally weak and the Fisheries Department failed to enforce regulations and manage the natural resource base. According to Mitulla (1999), the organization is weak and unequal in law enforcement. However, because of the weakness of the Fisheries Department, the Kenya Bureau of Standards introduced its own two sets of standards for fish processing and export, namely; Kenya Fish handling standards KS05-1516 and Specification for Drinking Water KS05-459.

---

32 http://www.eurofish.dk/dynamiskSub.php?id=3276
The most significant regulations for the fisheries sector, however, are those of the European Union. These standards are enforced through the competent authority approved by the European Union, which are the Fisheries Departments in each country with periodic audits by European Union inspectors. The fish export sector in Kenya has also organized itself into a professional industry association, the Association of Fish Processors and Exporters of Kenya (AFIPEK) (FAO, 2003b).

### 6.3 KENYA CUT-FLOWER CLUSTER

#### 6.3.1 Kenya’s flower industry: some figures

Kenya’s cut-flower industry is a thriving business that has witnessed a rapid growth: Exports doubled between 1995 and 2003. The Kenya Flower Council estimates that the sector contributes some US$200 million of export earnings and employs about 2 million people directly and indirectly. Kenya is the largest flower exporter into the European Union (Table 12) and the world’s fourth exporter of cut flowers (with a 6 percent of world market share).

Because of its capital and knowledge-intensive nature, the cluster is dominated by large-scale companies that constitute about 97 percent of total flower exports. There are about 24 large companies that own on average 20–100 ha and employ 250–6 000 people each. Marketing arms to Europe have been established as sister companies and are the norm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Exports (tonnes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>29 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>35 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>35 850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>30 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>36 992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>38 756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>41 396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>52 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>60 982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Horticultural Crops Development Authority.*
6.3.2 The upgrading of the cluster

Lake Naivasha is the centre of the flower industry in Kenya. The emergence of the cluster can be attributed to: a) the availability of fresh water resources; b) existence of large-scale farms; c) conducive soils and climates; d) proximity to the country’s international airport in Nairobi; and e) international trade agreements (Bolo, 2006). Apart from these factors, the sector growth can be attributed to high skills, technical competence and strong links to overseas expertise.

Emergence of collective actions: The cluster has shown a number of examples of cooperation and collaboration mainly in the field of policy support, environmental conservation and corporate social responsibility programmes. Social amenities for communities have increased through private investment. Infrastructure development has jointly been undertaken, such as the establishment and maintenance of roads, pre-cooling facilities and cold stores. Policy support is provided by key industrial associations that maintain standards, exchange information and facilitate market access.

Other associations were created to address labour and environmental issues. Thus, the unsatisfactory working conditions for employees in the flower industry pushed the creation of the Horticultural Ethical Business Initiative in 2003. Its objective is to promote the social welfare of workers, improving social accountability in the industry. Two other associations watch over environmental conservation and the sustainable development of the lake, namely: the Lake Naivasha Growers Group (organization formed by a small group of large commercial flower growers) and the Lake Naivasha Riparian Association (local voluntary association that manages the lands around the lake).

Institutional support: Government support to the Kenyan flower cluster has been limited and has mainly been geared to facilitating infrastructure development, incentives and support services. Kenya’s horticultural export expansion has also been helped by the preferential duty-free access to European Union markets under the Lomé Agreement that ran until 2008.

Other supporting institutions: Compliance to GAPs is enforced through codes of practice and enforced by certification through industry associations, such as the Kenya Flower Council, the Fresh Produce Exporters Association of Kenya, the Lake Naivasha Riparian Association and the Kenya Bureau of Standards (Bolo, 2006). Several academic and research institutions offer training courses, such as Jomo Kenyatta University, which offers a degree in ornamental science, and Maseno University, which offers a degree in floriculture. However, the industry has not fully exploited the existing research capacity, but rather relies on foreigners for technical advice and assistance. The above information is briefly presented in Table 13 below.

---

33 www.epzakenya.com
6.4 SOUTH AFRICAN WINE CLUSTER

6.4.1 Some figures

South Africa's wine cluster is based around the Western Cape and produces mainly quality wines. More than 4,340 farmers cultivate some 108,000 ha of land under vines. The total workforce, including farm workers and cooperative cellar staff together with their dependants, constitutes some 345,500 people. Wine tourism employs some 48,350 of these people. In 2003, 703 million litres of drinking wine were produced. This makes South Africa the ninth largest wine producer in the world. Within the New World wine countries, South Africa has a production share of 9 percent and an export share of 13.7 percent. The main export markets are the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, with shares of 45 and 17 percent, respectively. South Africa's average export prices are about the lowest of the major exporters and about half of the average export price of Australian wine. The lack of premium brands is a barrier to surpassing price points in the export market (Rabobank, 2004).

6.4.2 Evolution over time

The wine industry in the Cape started to flourish in the nineteenth century, but it was soon brought to a halt by disease problems and the Anglo-Boer war. Nevertheless, by the beginning of the twentieth century and with the formation of the Cooperative Viniculture Organization...
(KWV)\textsuperscript{35} in 1917, stability and prosperity were brought again into the industry. KWV organized the wine industry into cooperative producers and growers. It established quality standards and controls, limited the production, set the minimum price and controlled all exports. KWV’s traditional focus was on basic wine sold in bulk. The first farmers’ winery was formed in 1935 in Stellenbosch and in 1945 another producers’ organization, Distillers, was formed.

The end of Apartheid in 1993–94 meant a new era of growth and improved quality for the South African wine industry. The number of small wineries also increased as a result of the ending of the quota system. This made it possible for start-ups to enter the industry and it paved the way for cooperative growers to market their wines independently. The best and most expensive wines today are cuvées from typical Bordeaux grapes.

6.4.3 Factors contributing to the success of the wine cluster

Collective actions: One of the most important success factors of the South African wine cluster has been that key actors in the industry have recognized that innovation at technical and organizational level is crucial. Support service institutions have focused their attention on expanding the volume of export wines in super premium segments. As marketing functions were seen as being weak, various forms of cooperation between producers and institutions have emerged to support marketing activities (Abiola, 2006). Furthermore, producers have engaged in production innovation and knowledge sharing with various support bodies.

Institutional support: Government support: The South African wine cluster developed under strict government control since the beginning of the twentieth century with the formation of KWV in the 1910s. The sector remained under state control with stabilized prices and production volumes until 1993. Today, the South African wine industry is backed by a state-funded research body, the Nietvoorbij Institute for Viticulture and Oenology of the Agricultural Research Council, employing some 250 staff.

Other supporting institutions: A coordinating role in wine research is played by the Wine Industry Network for Expertise and Technology, which is controlled by the South African Wine and Brandy Company. It is a network formed by industry, scientists and technicians.

Since 2000, Wines of South Africa, an independent non-profit entity, has been responsible for the international promotion of South African wines. Another important support institution is the South African Wine Information Service (SAWIS), a not-for-profit organization that collects, processes and disseminates industry information. It is also responsible for the administration of the industries’ Wine of Origin system.

Academic and research support to the cluster is provided by the Departments of viniculture and viticulture at the University of Stellenbosch, and the Elsenburg Agricultural College, which offers courses in cellar technology.

\textsuperscript{35} Koöperatieve Wijnbouwers Vereniging van Zuid-Afrika Bpkt
6.5 COFFEE CLUSTER IN KENYA

6.5.1 Some figures

The Kenyan coffee industry thrived in the early 1980s. Production peaked at 129,000 tonnes, 40 percent of total exports in Kenya. However, since then the industry has declined in terms of both output and quality. Exports have fallen dramatically (Figure 9) and Kenya’s world market share has fallen from 3.15 to 0.6 percent (1986–2006). Around 20 percent of Kenya’s coffee production in 1993 was premium grade; in 2003 it was 10 percent (Condliffe et al., 2008).

6.5.2 The structure of the cluster

Coffee is produced on estates and by a large number smallholder farms. The value chain is less fragmented for estate owners because they own their own processing factories and because their size allows them some negotiating power with marketing agents. They are also now able, because of liberalization policies, to sell directly to exporters.

Smallholders face a much more complicated marketing channel. They have to sell their coffee through local cooperatives. It is then milled and sold at coffee auctions through marketing agents. (Condliffe et al., 2008).

At the export stage, four companies control 40 percent of exports. Similarly at the (latter) roasting stage, other four companies control 45 percent of the market. Because of these levels of consolidation, the balance of power in the value chain heavily favours the exporters and roasters. This is reflected in the share of the final retail price that goes to the coffee growers. In 1975 they captured 30 percent, in 2000 they captured only 10 percent (Talbort, 2004).
6.5.3 The emergence of collective action

Within the Kenyan coffee cluster there appears to be little collective action. There are some institutions that have played a role in facilitating links between members of the cluster. For instance, in 1937 the Kenya Planters Co-operative Union (KPCU) was set up to represent the interests of small farmers. However, upon purchasing the Nairobi Curing Company in 1941 it took on a dual status as a private company and a non-profit union. This dual status has raised conflict of interest questions (Condliffe et al., 2008). Additionally, there are the cooperatives themselves. However, it is unclear whether these cooperatives have contributed much to the upgrading of the cluster.

In terms of links to related and supporting industries, these appear to be minimal. These related and supporting industries are present, but the linkages themselves are generally weak and without much depth (Condliffe et al., 2008).

Institutions to support the coffee cluster. There are numerous institutions for collaboration, but few play an active role. One exception is the Coffee Research Foundation (CRF). It is a body made up of growers’ groups, the Ministry of Agriculture and other research universities. In the past it has been central to research: disseminating new technology and information, conducting research directly, providing training, bringing together research institutes and industry players, etc. (Condliffe et al., 2008). However, its performance has declined since privatization because of lack of adequate funding. Other institutions for collaboration exist but are similarly underfunded.

In general, the Kenyan Government has a history of protectionism and intervention in the cluster. Historically, this led to a lack of competition between firms. Recent privatization of the industry was meant to increase competition, but high levels of corruption, weak management capacity and a complex market structure have limited the reform’s effectiveness (Condliffe et al., 2008). There have, however, been some recent attempts to promote the cluster. For instance, the Coffee Development Agency (an Agriculture Ministry agency) announced in late 2008 that it would spend US$11.83 million over two years in loans to small-scale coffee growers (Reuters, 2008).
7. Conclusions and recommendations

7.1 MAIN FINDINGS REGARDING AGRO-BASED CLUSTERS

Among the key findings of this research on ACs are the following:

(1) **Clustering in the agricultural sector presents many benefits**: Clustering seems to ignite a virtuous circle of development. It can further the industrialization process and facilitate the dissemination of innovations and the upgrading of agribusiness firms. Clusters attract foreign investors, who in their turn bring with them new business and technological skills that contribute to upgrading cluster stakeholders.

In addition, clustering promotes an active dialogue between the private and public sectors fostering new agricultural policies and support institutions. Moreover, governments frequently find that organizing their support activities around clusters is easier and more focused and effective than other strategies to support the development of the agricultural sector. Governments and NGOs can assist in the development of collective efficiency (McCormick, 1998) and can encourage clustering by providing infrastructure and other incentives to producers, processors and service providers, to locate in certain areas, as well as providing an enabling environment for formation and growth (McCormick, 1999).

In short, ACs: a) create a fertile environment for the establishment of interfirm cooperation; b) work as systems that facilitate the diffusion of innovations (both technical and organizational); and c) are a means to channel public support to increase the competitiveness of the agricultural and agro-industrial sectors in a given territory. Indeed, AC seems to be the ideal vehicle to tap new opportunities for agriculture, which according to the World Development Report 2008 “requires a comprehensive policy approach to foster growth, including providing better producer incentives, increasing public and private investment, and strengthening the supporting institutions, underpinned by macroeconomic and political stability” (World Bank, 2007).

(2) **Farmers and small- and medium-sized agribusiness can benefit from participating in ACs**: Cluster-based policies are often used to support SMEs and smallholder farmers. Clusters are seen as being particularly beneficial for this group, as it allows them to achieve scale economies and share costs related to training, info sharing, certification and technology application.

The case study of export grape growers in the Indian state of Maharashtra provides a good example. While there are large-scale producers in the area, many of the grape producers are smallholders. In order to be competitive in the export market they must meet certain rigorous standards. For example, in order to export into the European Union they must meet the strict GLOBALGAP standard. To meet such a standard, individual producers...
would have to invest considerable amounts into research concerning what the standards entail and how best to meet them. They would also have to invest large amounts into the necessary infrastructure, such as cold-storage facilities. Such investments are beyond the scope of individual producers. However, by acting as a cluster, the producers are able to be competitive. First, there are horizontal links between the producers that allow them to pool their resources. Such pooling allows them to carry out common functions such as group marketing, research and input provision. Second, there are other links within the cluster that support the producers. For example, links to public institutions, such as the state government, allows public support (for example infrastructure development) to these clusters to be appropriate and timely. Most importantly, strong links between producers and local research institutions generate vital information that the producers need in order to be competitive.

The above example also shows that ACs help small farmers innovate and adapt more quickly to changes in the agrifood system (PSU, 2005). In particular, participation in ACs affects farm management, new technology adoption and environmental practices, profitability and smallholder farmers’ access to markets. The adoption of social standards in several of the flower clusters studied has benefited small farmers as well. In some cases, producers directly benefit from Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives collectively undertaken by cluster firms or associations36.

While agro-based clusters do have the potential to support SMEs, it does not follow that they are necessarily always to their advantage. Some clusters, for example the cluster of firms centred on cut-flower exports in Kenya, are totally dominated by large firms. Additionally, some clusters are becoming increasingly dominated by larger firms.

(3) **Clustering in the agricultural sector will most likely need to be induced:** In most developing countries, it is doubtful that agricultural clusters will evolve naturally. ECLAC (2005) explains that agricultural clusters – and for that matter, all natural resource-based clusters – do not develop spontaneously because even if natural resources are abundant, as is often the case, they tend to follow an unsatisfactory development pattern. Some of the essential ingredients of a viable and sustainable cluster are rare in farm communities and, therefore, have to be “imported”. Two of the most obvious are managerial competence and information37.

Additionally, the generally precarious financial position of farmers and a built-in bias against risk-taking and innovation are likely to preserve the rural status quo in the absence of outside intervention. Furthermore, unlike industrial clusters, where the key

---

36 For instance, Asocolflores in Colombia has: a) assisted nearly 6 000 families to acquire or renovate their house in the framework of the “Hogar” programme; b) created the School of Floriculture, which has trained persons displaced by or vulnerable to violence in the countryside in flower-growing techniques and found jobs on flower farms; c) established childcare centres where children were looked after while their parents worked in Asocolflores companies; and d) funded oral health campaigns and social community investments.

37 There are, of course, instances of very successful agricultural clusters evolving in farm communities populated by religious groupings or sects, such as the Mennonite clusters in Belize. Much can undoubtedly be learned from the experience of these clusters, but for the purpose of this paper, they are seen as special cases that probably cannot be replicated in communities with dissimilar demographics.
factors determining success are entrepreneurship, technology and finance, the pivotal factor in an agricultural setting is land, which the small-scale producers are unlikely to be able to get more of if they rely exclusively on own resources, and which, in comparative terms, lacks flexibility as to what can be produced on it.

As a consequence, clustering in the agricultural sector will most likely need to be induced by an external agent, which according to the research undertaken could be the government, large local firms and international investors (FDI), or a mix of these three types of actors.

Governments, on their own, are unlikely to create an AC from scratch. The Brazilian Petrolina-Juazeiro mango and grape clusters provide rare examples of a cluster that has been created unilaterally by a public institution. Here – as described earlier – the San Francisco River Valley Development Agency allocated lots of irrigated land to smallholders with the idea of achieving a critical mass of small and medium growers to produce irrigated fruits. It also supported the creation of a grower association. However, such a creation is extremely rare. Clusters are dependent not only upon the co-location of various actors within the value chain, but also the development of formal and informal links between them. Such links develop over time and are hard to produce through external creation.

It is more likely that the driving force inducing a cluster would be a combination of public and private efforts. For instance, the Colombian cut-flower cluster was partially induced by local and international investors and partially by the government through the provision of export incentives for non-traditional export products, particularly flowers. Likewise, the flower cluster in Ecuador and the apple cluster in Santa Catarina (Brazil) were the consequence of the collaboration between the public sector and pioneer entrepreneurs.

In many other cases, ACs have been induced by entrepreneurs – both local and foreign capital-based firms – and it is only after these clusters are relatively developed that the public sector starts to collaborate with pioneering firms in order to overcome bottlenecks that the private sector alone could not resolve.

Exceptionally, the cluster inducer happens to be an academic and research institution, as in the case of the Kasetsart University, which seems to have been key in initiating the collective action within the GAP cluster in Thailand.

No matter how an agricultural cluster has been created, at some point in time it will be necessary to undertake concerted actions to support it and upgrade it. These concerted actions consisting of strategies, policies and programmes to support ACs are called “cluster initiatives”. Cluster initiatives can be either sponsored by public-sector actors, private firms, academic institutions, financial intermediary institutions or by other actors. Cluster initiative activities usually involve a range of support actions including:

- Actions to promote cooperation between individual firms by creating conditions for more alliances and partnerships; this requires a “cluster champion”.

• Support to education and training in order to build capacity of all cluster members.
• Policy actions to redesign the economy via cluster development and through strategic public policy support to industry, such as public investment in infrastructure.
• Innovation and technology actions to enhance technological capacity in all clusters, by, among other things, building stronger technology and applied research institutions (Sölvell et al., 2003).

The basic principle of clustering is the observation that firms that operate close to related firms and supporting institutions are often more innovative and, therefore, more successful in raising productivity than firms that operate in isolation. Hence, cluster initiatives have concentrated on removing the isolation of agribusinesses within a locality and building alignment between the firms within the cluster, the public sector, R&D institutions, and academic institutions.

(4) Governments can play an important role in cluster development: As ITC puts it: “Governments need to address supply-side constraints to improving (cluster) competitiveness. They need to take steps that can help agribusiness firms improve productivity, quality, compliance with international standards, saleable designs and environmentally acceptable packaging and so forth” (ITC, 2001). In many cases, governments will need to catalyse the process of cluster development, facilitate it, and to some extent bankroll it. As part of this facilitating role, the public sector will need to provide an enabling environment for cluster development and upgrading. Governments will need to ensure sound domestic policies and export strategies, adequate infrastructure, provision of effective support services and targeted firm-level support. At the policy level, the enabling factors include a stable macroeconomic environment, clear agro-industrial and agricultural trade rules, sustained investment in human capital, a proactive foreign investment strategy, access to finance at competitive interest rates, comprehensive technology support for cluster SMEs, and an efficient and cost-competitive infrastructure covering everything from irrigation to cargo services to Internet access.

Annex 3 provides a non-exhaustive summary of the types of interventions that governments from the three regions studied have implemented in support of agricultural clusters, including: information collection and diffusion; promotion of associations and networks; development of PPPs; design and implementation of cluster (and/or sector) export strategies; provision of training and technical assistance to the cluster stakeholders; provision of finance; policy support and regulatory functions; creation of enabling environments; and R&D.

(5) FDI plays an important role in the development of agricultural clusters: The role of FDI as a funding source for long-term economic growth and as a vehicle for transferring knowledge and technology is widely recognized. Consequently, FDI is a key contribution to the restructuring and modernization of ACs in developing countries. In fact, the development of ACs is often “implanted” by investments from non-local entrepreneurs: This has been the case of many Latin American ACs, such as the wine, salmon, cut flower and the oilseed clusters where there is a strong international presence, apart from
a few important local-capital agribusiness groups. In Africa, the Kenyan flower and the Lake Victoria fish clusters are also good illustrations of this phenomenon.

However, in developing world ACs the presence of local- and foreign-capital firms is uneven. In Chile, the dairy cluster displays a strong international presence, while in Paraguay and Uruguay it is centred on two cooperatives. Argentina and Brazil ACs have achieved more balance between large local-capital firms and subsidiaries of international companies. The presence of foreign capital in fruit clusters is limited to particular niches or processes in most of the countries.

While FDI, together with some large local economic groups, has contributed enormously to the adoption of innovation, technological change and global strategies within ACs, it has also brought about a reconfiguration of hierarchies within the AC that in many cases has increased the inequalities between smaller and larger agribusiness (Bisang and Gutman, 2005).

Comparatively the agricultural sector does not seem to be attracting much FDI. According to FAO (2004a), only 9 percent of the total FDI flow received by LAC in 1998–2000 was channelled into the agriculture and rural sector, and most of this investment was absorbed by modern food retailing, provision of inputs and industrial processing. It seems there is still significant room for improvement to foster enabling environments capable of attracting FDI to agricultural clusters in developing countries38.

(6) **Academic and research institutes are key to cluster development:** Bisang and Gutman (2005) recognized that public institutions specialized in technology and innovation are “key actors for the adaptation, appropriation and dissemination of the main technologies” in each AC. However, they also criticized public research institutes for missing the opportunity to work with other public agencies towards the development of a common strategy for enhancing ACs’ competitiveness, and for having a “strong flavour of the past” that prioritize technical production problems at the farm level. They also referred to the steep decline in resources available, especially after the financial crisis of recent years. Fortunately, it seems that these trends are now reversing, and public research institutes are making better use of their scarce resources, and are launching more business-oriented research initiatives thanks to closer collaboration with other public agencies and private firms.

Universities in developing countries have also played a fundamental role in the development of ACs. Cooperation between industry and universities and higher education institutions facilitates the orientation of curricula in directions that are useful for the ACs. Examples of this are the oenology, and the floriculture and ornamental horticulture degree programmes in the wine and flower clusters studied.

Perhaps the only downside of this kind of arrangement linking the industry to research and/or educational institutions is that they tend to report a large-firm bias. These
institutions should concentrate on redressing the imbalance created by the ownership of some of the main technological packages by multinational corporations, through the provision of support for creating or enhancing local technological capabilities and the design of specific instruments to ensure a stronger spillover effect throughout the AC.

(7) Private sector institutional support is important to the development of ACs: International agroprocessors, retailers and input suppliers have become major providers of finance, products and services to smallholder producers in recent years. According to Bisang and Gutman (2005) “these private sector firms are often in a better position than other actors, including the public sector, to invest in R&D, disseminate technological innovations and provide technical assistance to the primary sector”.

Moreover, large local companies and public research institutes have ceased being the main generators of innovations, in favour of input suppliers and large modern retailers, which nowadays incorporate highly codified technological packages into the supply chain. These technological packages are linked to plant and animal genetics or to initiatives to better meet final consumer demands, such as traceability systems. Indeed, large domestic firms and cooperatives are losing ground to multinational corporations as the latter create and adopt new technologies at a faster pace and have in place more efficient systems to distribute agricultural innovations (Bisang and Gutman, 2005).

Accordingly, innovation processes in the agricultural sector rely for the most part upon the innovative impulses of global value-chain actors. This is precisely why local research addressing specific AC’s needs is more important than ever. Otherwise, without investment in agricultural R&D, developing country clusters will be kept dependent on more advanced clusters: e.g. Southern Hemisphere wine clusters will depend on the technological innovations of the Californian wine cluster; Latin American flower clusters will have to keep paying royalties to and depend technologically on the Dutch flower industry, unless they invest in varietal diversification.

(8) Collective actions are the cornerstone of ACs’ competitiveness: All the above-mentioned actors (governments, farmers, local and foreign agribusiness firms and their associations, academic research institutes and non-public institutional support providers) could benefit from the design and implementation of collective actions. Examples of collective actions to increase the competitiveness of agricultural clusters include the following: a) the resolution of coordination problems (logistics, agricultural inputs supply, access to financial services, etc.); b) the creation of public cluster/sectoral goods, particularly in the areas of infrastructure and research; c) the establishment and maintenance of production and logistic cluster planning and monitoring systems; d) the design and implementation of business intelligence strategies, including collective marketing and promotion, market research and the development of a product-country brand; e) the undertaking of collaborative technology research and transfer; and f) (collective) compliance with quality and safety, environmental and social standards.

In particular this latter element, collective compliance with food quality and safety, environmental and social standards, is often a critical catalytic factor for the creation or development of ACs. The analysis carried out shows that complying with quality
and safety requirements (e.g. GAP, traceability) acts as a catalyst for collective action in ACs (ECLAC, 2005): Examples of this are the salmon cluster in Chile and the fish cluster around Lake Victoria, and the adoption of GAP standards in the Latin America fruit clusters, to name just a few. Moreover, the collective adoption of environmental and social standards has been an important step in the development of the cut-flower clusters in Kenya, Colombia (Florverde) and Ecuador.

In many cases, these standards can be the centrepiece of agricultural clusters. ACs may be formed around commodities, such as wine, rice, meat or dairy, but also around agricultural practices or philosophies, such as GAP (e.g. GAP cluster in Thailand) or organic versus non-organic foodstuff (Eades, 2006); or social or ethnic networks, such as quality linked to origin signs (e.g. CDO or Protected Geographical Indication), female, disadvantaged, mountain communities or Fairtrade (PSU, 2005).

(9) ACs tend to develop, by and large, around high-value export-oriented agricultural products: ACs focused on local markets remain relatively underdeveloped in comparison to those focussing on exports. Indeed, export-oriented ACs tend to be more dynamic, as the incentive to cooperate is much greater because of the fact that: a) the demand curve is more elastic; b) intra-cluster competition is limited (except perhaps for particular clients); c) cooperation provides a way of managing risk; and d) cooperation helps to defray costs associated with meeting quality and safety requirements, which are higher for export markets.

Conversely, ACs that target the local market: a) have fewer incentives for inter-firm cooperation because they compete for the same limited pool of consumers; b) are very fragmented, making collaboration among myriad of farmers and firms less likely; c) have fewer firms with a solid financial position that allows them to invest in collective actions and participate in joint ventures with the public sector; d) critically need various types of core public goods that require a very high level of investment, and are practically unattainable and almost impossible to prioritize.

Moreover, many domestic-oriented incipient clusters (e.g. Central American dairy clusters) do not seem to have a bright future ahead of them because many supply chain links, essential for an endogenous development, are not being strengthened. Instead, they are disappearing as a result of disequilibrium in the geographical concentration of productive activities, property concentration and the domination of multinational corporations (ECLAC, 2001).

All the clusters presented in this paper are built around high-value export-oriented products, the so-called non-traditional commodities, with the exception of the coffee clusters in Kenya and Nicaragua, which nonetheless were not doing very well, and the Viet Nam root crop cluster. However, even for the traditional commodities studied (coffee) new markets have opened (premium coffees). Similarly, domestic-oriented clusters can evolve if new high-value local markets are identified, such as supermarkets. One example of this is the palm sugar processing industry in Indonesia, which traditionally has been a part-time activity, with a low-input process sufficient to produce low-quality sugar for the local market, and limited inter-firm cooperation (Kameo, 1999). However,
in recent times a subset of producers has started to produce high-quality palm sugar that is good enough to be sold in urban retail outlets and to food processors. Such quality upgrade has required costly labour and equipment changes, and has triggered cluster inter-firm cooperation in transport and marketing issues, although on the production side cooperation still remains weak (Burger et al., 2001).

(10) **ACs are rapidly evolving to meet the challenges of the new agriculture:** ACs are undergoing rapid and considerable changes regarding diversification (including bio-energy production), integration, intensification and increases in scale. According to LEI (2006) ACs need increases in scale to cut costs and to offer financial scope for investments for sustainability, implying that small-size farmers and firms are clearly at a disadvantage.

One of the main challenges for today’s ACs is better meeting consumer demands, while at the same time increasing efficiency and productivity. ACs need to make organizational changes (e.g. knowledge, logistics, space, ICT, cluster organization, entrepreneurship) so that all parties (primary producers, processors, logistical operators, retailers, service organizations and knowledge institutes) can develop competitive and innovative products that meet market demands rapidly and successfully. For instance, the Colombian flower cluster is nowadays investing more on developing new varieties and colours demanded in the different markets and building the cluster’s brand, while it is simultaneously making investments for improving logistics and reducing costs in order to be able to better compete in the global flower value chain.

Other challenges confronting ACs are: a) the need to introduce market-driven innovations in fresh and convenience products; b) the need to further improve the control of food safety risks; c) foreign competition; d) the increasingly stringent environmental regulations; and e) energy and water issues.

(11) **Agricultural cluster policies are not isolated:** They relate to multiple subjects, including knowledge and innovation, spatial planning and agricultural logistics. For example, AC policies are strongly related to agricultural export strategies and policies: Strengthening ACs can help developing countries to achieve greater export competitiveness. According to ITC (2005), “a cluster-based export strategy can build strong and competitive regional economies within the country, while concurrently achieving economic, social and commercial objectives at the national level”. The most recent export promotion strategies, in both the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors, focus on strengthening relationships and cooperation among SMEs, and on promoting linkages between SMEs and multinational corporations. However, large local agribusiness firms can also make substantial contributions to national agricultural trade strategies by empowering export clusters and inclining the governance of global value chains in favour of local actors. PPPs can be essential in managing the integration of large local companies in export initiatives (Limburg, 2004).

Furthermore, AC programmes and policies might be closely linked to the tourism sector. For instance, the California wine cluster has numerous connections with other clusters in agriculture, wine-country tourism, and food and restaurants (Porter and Bond, 1999). The same thing applies to Chilean, Argentinian and the South African wine clusters.
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(12) ACs can contribute considerably to local and regional development: The progress and growth of ACs seem to have many spillover benefits on local and rural development. Besides, clusters are vital in the globalization era because globalization has highlighted the importance of providing local and regional answers (e.g. local and regional agricultural programmes and policies) to competitiveness issues in the agricultural sector.

ACs can contribute to create national/regional brand identity. In the current competitive marketplace where product differentiation is essential to agribusiness’ prosperity, ACs are crucial to creating national or regional brand identities. ACs facilitate the transition from producing basic commodities, such as table wine, to producing premium-quality wine or even to “providing sophisticated consumers with lasting experiences such as wine-tasting and hosting heritage trails organized around vineyards” (PSU, 2005).

7.2 RESPONDING TO THE CHALLENGE: BEST PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS

Many clusters have developed independent of support from government or donor agencies, as mentioned in the previous section. Moreover, government policies in some cases have hindered rather than supported cluster growth. For example, one study in Indonesia highlighted how attempts to promote a cluster by installing common service facilities failed because it undermined the development of intra-cluster linkages. The facilities remained government controlled and the dynamism resulting from firms working together was reduced. However, it is clear that government and other bodies external to the cluster can aid cluster development. Indeed, many Latin American clusters, some of the world’s most developed, received important government and (to a lesser extent) donor agency support. Support, therefore, can and should be provided to clusters, but the benefits and disadvantages of such support need to be addressed for each case.

The present research has come out with best practices recommendations to ensure that governments and other facilitating institutions provide effective support to agricultural clusters, especially in the developing world. These recommendations relate to areas where government support is necessary and beneficial, and principles that should guide public interventions related to ACs.

7.2.1 Best practices regarding the scope of government interventions

In a nutshell, the present research has shown that in order to achieve their intended positive effects, AC initiatives should: a) improve incentives for producers and agribusiness; b) provide core public goods; c) enhance the climate for private investment in agriculture; d) build effective institutions; and e) reduce the environmental drag\(^{39}\).

---

\(^{39}\) Based on the elements of a sound agricultural policy highlighted by the World Bank (World Bank, 2007).
(1) **Getting the right mix of incentives** for agribusiness firms and farmers is essential to drive positive behaviour and motivate cluster participants. Incentives established to support AC development can be of market, financial or investment nature. In particular, market incentives appear to be of great importance, as seen in the cases of the Colombian, Kenyan and Ecuadorian flower clusters, where the negotiation of preferential trade agreements and the provision of export promotion incentives were decisive factors in their development and achievements.

Decisions regarding the type of incentives provided and the way they are managed should be made on a case-by-case basis. However, some general remarks can be made:

- The provision of incentives as a stand-alone measure can prove inefficient, and even counterproductive, if insufficient attention has been paid to ensuring an enabling environment for private sector’s involvement in ACs.
- It is vital to find the right balance in taxation and incentives in ACs to avoid policy biases against agriculture.
- Ensuring that a given set of incentives will not harm the links established among the different cluster actors is also important. Nonetheless, incentives may be biased in favour of small and medium farmers and firms, and in fact, they can be fundamental to improve governance in the cluster/value chain by strengthening the capacities and bargaining position of disadvantaged actors or those risking exclusion.

(2) **Providing core public goods**: The development of ACs depends critically on investments in rural infrastructure (e.g. irrigation, roads, transport, power, and telecommunications), as well as on investments in markets, rural finance, and research and extension. The magnitude of the infrastructure gap in the agriculture sector is the most obvious, and possibly the single greatest deterrent to the development of ACs. Inadequate irrigation, distribution, storage and handling systems represent fundamental barriers to production development and value-chain integration. They minimize market opportunities and they act as a major disincentive to the entry of new high-value addition participants (such as processors) and to the formation of value networks. Coordinated investments in core public goods among national, state and local governments are therefore fundamental to bridging the infrastructure gap.

But the infrastructure issue is more complex than this. Often, within the context of clusters, success is dependent upon the availability of financing for the infrastructure that will not just facilitate the formation of value networks but, as indicated above, will actually provide the “raison d’être” for creating the value network. It is here where considerable scope exists for innovative, public- and private-sector financing schemes. In fact, PPPs are growing in importance as a funding source for cluster infrastructure improvements in developing countries (ITC, 2005).

(3) **Creating a favourable climate for private sector investment in agricultural clusters**: Following the line of thought of the World Bank (2007), much of the needed investments for ACs’ development “will have to come from rural savings and the private sector, with the rural
investment climate an important determining factor”. In order to enhance the investment climate for the private sector, the government will have to provide public goods such as infrastructure; promote well-functioning institutions and regulations to make markets work better (e.g. market regulation and information systems, financial institutions and risk-management tools); and secure property rights for land and water to motivate private investments in agriculture, especially those with a longer-term payoff. It is essential as well to ensure adequate social and environmental regulations, both in terms of legislation and enforcement; and to create an enabling environment for attracting FDI.

Governments in many developing countries seem to have recognized the contribution that the private sector, with its vast resources and liquidity, and managerial expertise, can make to facilitate the implementation of agro-based cluster policies. The public sector is, accordingly, demonstrating greater readiness to enter into new relationships, and partnerships, with the private sector and, as a consequence, the “top down” model of decision-taking and decision-implementation is giving way to more innovative and flexible public-private undertakings.40

A related observation is that the government in general, and the public-sector organizations usually associated with agriculture development in particular, are not good at managing cluster initiatives; although there has been success in some cases. Some non-traditional form of PPP will, therefore, be required if national policy is to achieve, through cluster promotion, the dual objective of improved economic performance and increased prosperity within the agricultural sector. Such a partnership should place decision-making authority within the membership of the cluster, while assigning responsibility for managing the process to private-sector managers.

PPP is a formula adopted in various domains related to agricultural cluster support, but mostly in infrastructure development41, collective compliance with standards, and research and promotion. In the latter case, educational institutions, the industry and the public sector join efforts to fund and cooperate in R&D for the benefit of the agro-enterprise cluster. Interesting experiences in this area are the Chilean R&D technological consortia to promote upgrading and innovation in the wine and fruit clusters, as described in Chapter 4.

For Gomes (2000), PPPs are most often established when agricultural clusters face a crisis. He stresses that “effective (public-private) partnerships emerge precisely through an institutional innovation that emerges in response to crises (pest outbreak, the demand for a given variety), which requires a substantially different institutional approach, including redefining priorities or aligning with different actors”. Indeed, PPPs were introduced to help lift import bans in the fish clusters studied, or to respond to anti-dumping claims in the case of cut-flower clusters.

40 “Although it is the Government’s responsibility to provide public goods, this does not always happen simply because of the sheer magnitude (of the challenge). Sometimes companies do raise questions about appropriate boundaries, but today the debate is less about public vs. private – it is accepted that companies should supplement the Government’s effort to bring about all-round development” (Sushanta Sen, Deputy Director General, Confederation of Indian Industries).

41 As the ITC highlights: “There is more to infrastructure financing than public sector funds». 
Not everything that glitters is gold, and PPPs are not the exception. In Brazil, much of the public-private collaboration in research resulted from the availability of competitive research grants from the federal government, which required researchers to submit proposals endorsed by grower associations. The experience of these Brazilian programmes has been mixed, with particular success in Santa Catarina, but allegations of misuse of funds for several associations in Petrolina-Juazeiro and Rio Grande do Nord. Placing public funds in private hands does not therefore necessarily improve the efficiency and effectiveness with which these funds are used. Therefore, monitoring mechanisms to ensure the adequate performance of PPPs have to be put in place.

(4) Building effective institutions: Three groups of institutions are important for developing ACs: a) collective actions performed under different organizational schemes; b) umbrella institutions and programmes that support ACs at the national level; and c) regional AC umbrella institutions and programmes.

4.a) Institutions that promote collective actions within an agricultural cluster: As stated in the previous section, the implementation of collective actions is crucial to ensure the competitiveness of an AC. Collective actions can be promoted by different actors or institutions, including: informal groups within the agricultural cluster; a formally constituted association member of the AC (i.e. farmer/exporter or industry association); a consortium or related structure linked to an AC; or a formally established cluster structure.

Collective actions undertaken by informal groups are most common in the first stages of development of agricultural clusters. In relatively developed ACs, collective work is more frequently promoted by organized farmers and agribusiness firms through well-performing farmer and industry/cluster associations to reduce transactions’ costs, connect farmers to markets and improve their bargaining position in those markets. This points out to the potential role of the public sector in building the capacity of such associations to promote and undertake collective actions.

Collective work can also be promoted by a consortium or related structure linked to an AC. An example of this is the figure of the Chilean “biotechnology consortia” tied to agricultural clusters. Such consortia for business and biotechnology research are the natural next step to add value to the country’s most dynamic agricultural clusters, namely fruit growing, winemaking and salmon production. Some of the issues that these biotech consortia could help to solve would be how to obtain anti-oxidants from blueberries, to discover more efficient treatments to fight vine diseases, or to use the tools of genomics and proteomics to improve quality and delay ripening in varieties of grape, peaches and nectarines. The creation of a biotechnology consortium tied to an AC is also an effective tool for researching the supply of global technology and for identifying and establishing international collaboration (e.g. with international corporations and institutional investors, such as banks and investment funds) that will enable the cluster to have quick access to the latest technology available worldwide.
This scheme of biotech consortia linked to ACs has many advantages. First, it is an inclusive approach that addresses the productive needs of all the cluster participants, benefiting in particular small and medium firms that otherwise would have not been able to access biotech innovations. Second, it enhances the competitiveness of ACs through the establishment of meaningful industry-academia interactions that may benefit the country’s biotechnology industry as a whole. Third, it promotes private-public collaboration: Initial public funds are allocated to each consortium to leverage private-sector funds. Ideally, government participation would be larger at the beginning (seed capital) and then would be progressively reduced given way to the private sector, reaching almost virtual levels of participation in the long term. Private firms are not only economically bound to the consortium, but they also contribute with valuable feedback on their needs and on the commercial feasibility of proposed technical solutions. Altogether, the idea of positioning Chilean biotechnology under the umbrella of successful clusters follows the United States model with agricultural biotechnology companies that firstly worked for seed corporations (Hernández-Cuevas and Valenzuela, 2004).

Finally, there is even the possibility of “formalizing” collective actions by establishing the agricultural cluster as some form of legal entity, creating a formal structure around the cluster’s assets (i.e. facilities) and liabilities (and debts), and implementing some form of operations and maintenance mechanism by which the cluster’s common facilities are managed. All this involves coordinating the inputs, responsibilities and rights of the host of possible stakeholders in the cluster, who range from farmers, agribusiness, operators of private, value-added facilities, processors, and the various levels of government and commercial banks that are contributing financing. It also means to put a legal framework and financial package together, and to ensure that the framework and package address the concerns and requirements of all stakeholders. Under this type of scheme, there is a key role for the state to foster the establishment of seed capital and long-term financing as well as agricultural insurance schemes. More or less formal types of such formal cluster structures have been established in Colombia (Competitiveness Agreements), Chile (ITPs) and India (generally referred to as “Special purpose vehicle”).

4.b) The creation of umbrella agricultural cluster institutions and programmes at the national level: Some governments have promoted the creation of an institution or programme that coordinates the work of all their agricultural clusters. An example of this is the megacluster “Chile Potencia Alimentaria”, or umbrella institution that groups all the Chilean ACs. Chile has structured its agrifood sector strategy around the development of dynamic export clusters (e.g. horticulture, wine, salmon and dairy/meat clusters) and has complemented this strategy with the creation of a megacluster. Chile Potencia Alimentaria is a private-public entity composed of 30 representatives from various public agencies (e.g. Agriculture, Health, Fisheries, Customs), industry associations (e.g. association of exporters and industry associations from the wine, salmon, horticultural and dairy clusters),
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producer associations, and academic and research centres belonging to various agrifood clusters. Altogether, this umbrella organization tries to address in a coordinated manner cross-cutting issues of concern to all agricultural clusters (e.g. the modernization and strengthening of the Ministry of Agriculture, market access improvement, competitiveness and innovation, and key infrastructure developments), and provides advice to the Ministry of Agriculture on the design and implementation of the national agrifood industry strategy, with the overall objective of exporting more than US$20 000 million per year of food products by 2015.43

4.c) The creation of umbrella agricultural cluster institution/programme at the regional level: Donors and international organizations have seen the need to converge their efforts and models towards joint initiatives to promote clusters at a regional level. DFID, USAID and other donors that are funding cluster competitiveness programmes in Caribbean and Latin American countries are negotiating to launch a Caribbean-wide competitiveness umbrella to facilitate synergies and alliances between clusters in the region (DFID, 2001). Similarly, DFID and the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) are implementing a cluster competitiveness programme in Guyana. UNIDO and the ITC have also initiated discussions to join efforts in various areas in countries of the Southern African Development Community, including competitiveness programmes. Several national and regional governments and chambers of commerce have also piloted cluster initiatives across a wide range of industries throughout the developing world.

(5) Ensuring sustainable use of natural resources: In many ACs, long-term productivity growth could have been higher if the cost of natural resources degradation had been reduced, as in the case of the Lake Victoria cluster. The uncontrolled growth of an agricultural cluster can impact very negatively on the sustainability of natural resources (soil and water, among others).

7.2.2 Principles that should guide any public intervention related to agro-based clusters:

A set of principles that should guide the design and implementation of AC programmes and policies, by both governments and international donors and organizations, follows:

(1) The principle of inclusion should be present in all AC initiatives: Governments should be guided by the principle of inclusion of small farmers and agribusiness, and should be able to forge alliances with large firms without compromising support for small growers. CODEVASF followed this principle of inclusion in Brazil and mixed medium-size firms and small farmers in the Petrolina-Juazeiro irrigation project, promoted small farmers’ access to crop and post-harvest technologies and helped growers’ associations to solve collective problems associated with exporting. The Government of Mendoza has also applied the inclusion principle and has worked with small grape and wine producers from more backward areas.

43 http://www.chilealimentos.com/link.cgi/Ventajas/31
The principle of inclusion is particularly important, because according to many authors on agricultural and other natural resources-based clusters, global leaders do not normally foster and support the SME upgrading process. In contrast, in non-agricultural industries, process and product upgrading are often facilitated by large international buyers, given the crucial role played by the transfer of tacit knowledge and the need for more intense buyer-producer interaction (IDB, 2005b). However, the present research has produced counter-evidence showing that FDI has had positive spillover effects on domestic small- and medium-scale firms in the Colombian flower cluster (which nowadays has a comparatively large number of small firms and is less concentrated than in the past decade) and the Latin American wine clusters.

(2) **AC initiatives should promote “clusterpreneurship” and linkages among cluster participants:** The main problem confronting cluster creation is the lack of pioneer “clusterpreneurs” – who will articulate the vision, and through their own actions instil enthusiasm for the vision among other potential cluster participants. This is particularly true when it comes to the agriculture sector, where the role of pioneer clusterpreneur must often be assumed by an external agent (government, donor, multinational corporation, among others) or by an “upstream” (processor) stakeholder.

In more advanced stages of AC development, the emphasis of governments should be on promoting “clusterpreneurship” at all levels, but especially on generating a “bottom up” enthusiasm for pursuing horizontal and vertical relationships among cluster participants.

(3) **It is essential to avoid the one-size-fits-all approach:** AC initiatives in developing countries should acknowledge that the primary reasons behind the competitiveness of their ACs are likely to be factor conditions (e.g. natural, human and capital resources), whereas in developed nations other factors, such as demand conditions, related and supporting industries, and local rivalry are relatively more significant (Van der Linde, 2003). Consequently, developing economies can learn from agricultural clusters in more industrialized countries, but they will have to adapt the approach to their own set of conditions.

Furthermore, there are significant differences among developing countries in terms of geographical location, country size, industrial experience, resource base, economic and political system, level of institutional development, skill base and government capabilities, which result in different characteristics and level of development of clusters (ITC, 2005). All the above considerations emphasize the need to tailor support measures to the characteristics of each cluster/country. Even when talking about the global flower industry, responses at the local level might be different: One strategy that is appropriate in Kenya could be completely inadequate in Ecuador or Colombia.

(4) **AC initiatives need to have a strategic sector dimension:** Cluster support policies have to be tailor-made to fit the agricultural sector. First, food has a dual nature; it is both a basic good without which people are unable to live, and a commodity to be produced and traded. Therefore, more so than for policy concerning other forms of clusters, agro-based cluster policies need especially to consider food security issues. Second, from a practical point of view, because of the nature of agricultural production, the material
input into agro-based clusters can be more unpredictable compared to the inputs into other types of clusters. Third, agricultural clusters will have to operate in mature and very competitive markets, which are characterized by relatively slow growth and a long-term trend of declining prices and profits. And last, ACs are located in rural areas where they cannot take advantage of the concentration of human and financial resources, infrastructure and services, and their access to markets is more limited. The strategy that best works in this context is to capture more value and to maintain competitive advantage by innovating processes. Therefore, cluster-support policies in the agricultural sector should be aimed in this direction (ECLAC, 2005).

Cluster upgrading is also sector specific\(^4\). Because of this, IDB (2005) argues that cluster-support policies need to have a strategic sector dimension. In the case of agricultural and other natural resource-based clusters, as upgrading is fostered by collective efficiency and technology improvements and diffusion, “policies should promote public-private collaboration in research and disseminate research results to SMEs, improve skills and abilities of producers in agriculture, and facilitate the entry of SMEs”.

\(5\) Involvement of decentralized government agencies in AC initiatives is most recommended: An AC is by definition a tool to improve the economic dynamics of a given territory. The close link with territorial development makes almost compulsory the participation of local (state or provincial) governments in the process of cluster inducement and development. A good practice identified is the collaboration and co-sharing of responsibilities of both central and local government agencies. Examples of wine clusters in Latin America and the grape cluster in India, have provided evidence of this.

Other examples of collaboration between central and decentralized government agencies are the cases of the Malaysian palm-oil industrial clusters and the export-oriented agricultural clusters (also called agri-export zones) in India. Palm-oil industrial clusters in Malaysia (POICs) are essentially areas set aside within palm-oil producing areas for post-harvest palm-oil enterprises. They aim particularly to promote the post-harvest aspects of the palm-oil value chain, as these are currently relatively weak. Support, e.g. infrastructure, is often provided. While POICs appeared in the Ninth Malaysia plan\(^4\) and the policy was formulated at the central government level, they are state-run initiatives. It is the states that are responsible for setting up and administering the clusters.

The idea behind export-oriented ACs in India is to use a cluster approach to promote agricultural exports; attention is paid to all the actors in the value chain and the linkages between them, and government activity (research, financial assistance and fiscal incentives) is closely coordinated. The responsibilities for promoting these clusters are shared between the central government – through an agency called APEDA\(^4\) – and the state government. The state government identifies a potential export product and region suitable for promoting with a cluster approach, details relevant projects for the

---

\(^4\) Breschi and Malerba (2005) also agree with this idea and they add that cluster upgrading is sector specific because innovation and learning regimes differ across sectors.

\(^4\) http://www.epu.gov.my/web/guest/ninth

\(^4\) APEDA is a central government agency, which is part of the Ministry of Commerce & Industry (www.apeda.com)
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cluster initiative and then forwards such proposals to APEDA for initial scrutiny. A detailed project report is then written by the state government (with guidance from APEDA) for submission to a Steering Committee. Finally, if approved, a memorandum of understanding is signed between APEDA (on behalf of the central government) and the state government for providing possible assistance at each stage of the project. Once the cluster is running it is essentially a state responsibility but in close partnership with APEDA. Additionally, the assistance to the AC itself (research, financial assistance, fiscal incentives) is from both state and central government.

(6) In order to effectively promote agricultural clusters, a public-sector agency should have both flexibility and institutional continuity: A large degree of flexibility is required to continually adapt to events and changing priorities. For example, public research agencies should be able to adapt and broaden their research agenda as needed to help growers and other agricultural cluster stakeholders cope with market changes.

In addition, developing ACs is a long-term effort that requires strong institutional continuity47. In any case, it is crucial to avoid piecemeal public support to small and medium producers that does not enable a core group of producers to adopt a new crop or upgrade processes nor creates institutions to support them.

(7) Policies and strategies to support ACs will necessarily have to take into account crop characteristics: Crop characteristics determine the cost associated with upgrading, grower’s incentives to undertake activities collectively and the need of public support for R&D. Short-term crops, such as melons and strawberries, require less investment than perennial crops and have a shorter and less expensive research process. Consequently, growers of short-term crops usually carry out much of the R&D independently or with guidance from buyers, input suppliers and consultants. In contrast, experimenting with perennial crops, such as grapes, lemon, mango, involve more risk and a longer learning process and, as a result, small and medium growers of perennial crops most definitely need public support for upgrading. Growers’ need for financial support, infrastructure needs and other elements will also differ from one crop to another.

(8) Decision-making mechanisms relative to resource allocation in the AC initiative should be as transparent and participatory as possible: There is the risk that political pressure interferes with cluster processes and resource allocation resulting in the adoption of inadequate strategies. Groups of producers, multinational corporations and large local firms that control a large portion of cluster/sectoral wealth often have the means to influence public agricultural-cluster programmes and policies on their benefit. In addition, external agents supporting AC initiatives (donors, international organizations and multinational companies) can also interfere with resource allocation (Anderson et al., 2004). There are different ways to minimize the political pressure on spending decisions. One way to do so is to strengthen the collaboration between the public sector and a range of private-sector actors by the adoption of collective decision-making.

47 Examples of this are provided in section 4.3.3. when describing the institutional support to Latin American fruit clusters, in particular the cases of the Santa Catarina (Brazil) apple cluster and the Maule (Chile) raspberry cluster.
mechanisms, such as the Colombian “Competitiveness agreement” or the Chilean ITPs. Another way to handle this is by promoting administrative and political decentralization (as suggested in a previous principle) that puts decisions on resource allocation closer to local governments and local civil society actors.

7.3 LIMITATIONS AND POTENTIAL RISKS POSED BY INADEQUATE CLUSTER POLICIES

Potential environmental damage: A number of the case studies in this document have had negative environmental impacts. Given that ACs are intrinsically dependent on their physical environment, this degradation is not only worrying in itself, but also could ultimately undermine the sustainability of the clusters. On the other hand, the dynamics of clustering also allows collective action to be taken to reduce this environmental impact.

The example of the Kenyan cut-flower cluster is demonstrative in showing both of these considerations. While not the only actor responsible, there is evidence to suggest that the cut-flower industry has contributed to the environmental degradation of its surroundings. There is particular concern about the decline in the water levels of Lake Naivasha. Unless water is abstracted in a more efficient and sustainable manner, the long-term future of the flower cluster is in question, as the industry depends upon the lake for irrigation. Recently there have been various examples of collective action to tackle such degradation. For example, the Lake Naivasha Riparian Association, an association mostly made up of local landholders, has been instrumental in the formation of a Management Plan for the area. This plan is now executed and reviewed through a multi-stakeholder body that includes national ministries, local government, growers groups, other associations and NGOs (Becht et al., 2005). Meanwhile, a voluntary producer association, the Kenyan Flower Council, is helping to improve the practices of the producers. These actions have not been completely effective (Becht et al., 2005), but overall the cluster highlights an example of the environmental impact clusters can have and how cluster dynamics can help to try and reduce such impact.

Impact on land tenure and labour standards: The growth of ACs can stop the process of out-migration in rural areas, and can even trigger an inflow of migrants from urban areas. However, the rapid growth of a cluster can cut the ties of small growers with land as the pressure on land tenure grows and smallholders sell their piece of land to large firms and become their paid workers. Korovkin (2005) showed the example of the flower cluster in Ecuador where the percentage of flower workers that owned more than 1 ha went from one-third to one-tenth in just a few years.

The growth of ACs has had an ambiguous impact on labour standards. On the one hand, there may be rises in wages, increased levels of human capital as new processes are learned, and better meeting of labour rights (particularly as meeting these rights is increasingly becoming included in the standards necessary for export to high-value export markets). Damiani (1999), for example, found that the growth of an agri-export cluster in Brazil was associated with increases in employment and wages, the upskilling of labour and the improvement of labour standards. Yet Damiani (1999) also emphasizes the role played by
unions and the Ministry of Labour in helping to bring about these results. That there is a need for such a role and carefully tailored policy is evinced from some other clusters where wages are low and labour rights not met (for example, see FIDH, 2008).

**Impact on small- and medium-sized farmers and agribusinesses:** As the start of this chapter noted, these actors potentially have much to gain from clusters and cluster initiatives. However, such gains are not guaranteed and the formation of policy needs to bear this in mind. Indeed it is noticeable that some of the clusters in this document are dominated by large firms. The Kenyan coffee cluster shows the danger of such dominance. Here the later levels of the value chain are highly consolidated. Four companies control 40 percent of exports, while at the roasting stage other four companies control 45 percent of the market. As a result of such consolidation, the balance of power in the value chain heavily favours the exporters and roasters. Consequently, the large numbers of coffee growers at the start of the value chain are increasingly suffering. For example, in 1975 the growers captured 30 percent of the final retail price of the coffee. By 2000 they captured only 10 percent (Talbot, 2004). Additionally, while they can be important sources of innovation, large (and particularly multinational) companies in some cases have acted to hinder the movement of local actors further up the value chain (Talbot, 2002). Such examples demonstrate how cluster development, with inadequate policies, is not always to the benefit of smallholders.

**Overdependence on one product or group of products:** By concentrating upon one product or group of products, an area becomes especially vulnerable to changes in the market for that product. Clusters are dynamic and can help to promote innovation that enables access to new product markets. However, clusters are not always successful and they can be hit by changes in the product market beyond their control. As there may be little diversity to the cluster’s industry, these impacts can be especially harsh. A related point is that the importance of agro-industries to the economy of some countries can in some cases give them disproportionate influence.

**Neglect of important links to actors outside the cluster:** The cluster approach emphasizes the importance of links between all of the actors within an area. In focusing upon these links it is important not to forget that external links can also be important. For instance, this document has highlighted the role of FDI in helping many of the clusters develop; similarly with knowledge inputs. Interaction between cluster members can promote learning and innovation within the cluster, but outside sources of knowledge can also be useful. This argument is summed up well by Bathelt et al. (2004): “it is not just the links within the local area that are important, but also the “pipes” connecting the cluster to external actors”.

**Food security issues:** Cluster strategies seem to work best when dealing with high-value export-oriented products. As a consequence, they seem to have limited scope in holding down the soaring prices of grains and other staple foods.

A premise of many cluster policies is that clusters will raise employment levels, increase wages and make the area’s industries more profitable, thus improving the ability of the area’s inhabitants to purchase food and be more food secure. However, such assumptions do not necessarily always hold, as the development of the export focused fish cluster around Lake Victoria demonstrates (FAO, 2003a). While the cluster has been a source of export
earnings for Kenya, such earnings are of little benefit to the local people. As the industry has developed, local people have been progressively edged out of production, pricing, marketing and processing. These activities are now largely controlled by fish factories and their agents, with local people benefitting little from their activities. Meanwhile local fishermen are suffering as their yields are declining. The demand for fish from fish factories, producing for the export market, has raised the price of most fish beyond the reach of local inhabitants. With the development of a fishmeal industry, even the bits of the fish left over after they have been processed by fish factories (the “frame”) are no longer affordable for poor consumers. Overall, the development of the fish cluster has increased food insecurity for many in the region. Indeed, it is telling that this region, the producer of the majority of Kenya’s fish, has the highest rate of protein deficiency in Kenya. Cluster policies need to carefully consider food security implications and not simply assume that the development of clusters will automatically improve food security.

7.4 FUTURE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Almost all of the clusters mentioned in this document initially developed of their own accord and without or with little support of a government cluster programme. Yet at the same time, once these clusters had initially developed, it appears that government support has been an important factor in their success. The most successful clusters in this document have been those in Latin America. Here there are higher levels of government support, especially in comparison with the levels of support provided to the relatively less successful African clusters. This raises questions about the role of government in promoting clusters and at what stage they should act. This document has highlighted some examples of external inducement of clusters, but more research is needed. There is a particular shortage of research looking at the impacts of cluster policies over the longer term.

Another feature common to all of the clusters in this document (with the exception of the Viet Nam root crop cluster) is their emphasis upon the export market. This situation raises the question of whether clusters focused upon the domestic market can be viably promoted. On the one hand, the apparent lack of successful domestically oriented clusters may simply be a reflection of the focus of the existing literature. Further research might therefore turn its attention to domestic clusters. On the other hand, there are reasons to believe that it is only externally oriented clusters that can really be dynamic. Berger et al.’s (2001) argument, based on their experience in Indonesia, is useful in this regard. They argue that inter-firm cooperation is one of the key drivers of cluster dynamism. In clusters focused upon the local market there is little inter-firm cooperation because the firms are competing for the same limited pool of consumers. Clusters focused upon external markets tend to be more dynamic, as the incentive to cooperate is much greater. Cooperation is much more likely in these clusters because of the fact that intra-cluster competition is limited, the demand curve is more elastic, cooperation provides a way of managing risk, and the need for cooperation and coordination is much higher for export markets requiring strict adherence to standards. While Berger et al.’s (2001) argument is persuasive, its position on the need to produce for export markets is less clear, as their research focuses only upon local as compared to non-
local markets, not whether these non-local markets are export or simply other domestic markets. Further research is therefore needed to investigate the exact importance of the market in determining cluster efficiency and whether clusters can only be dynamic if they are oriented towards the external market.

Another area for future research is the promotion of “inter-professional” or industry associations as cluster promoters or coordinators. To this effect, FAO (2009) has examined the lessons learned from the experiences to date with such associations, compared the inter-professional approach with alternative types of commodity association and considered the feasibility of further promotion of commodity associations in other countries.

Finally, in the definition of ACs used in this document, it was noted that cluster members “inter-connect and build value networks, either formally or informally”. In the case studies used in this document, there has been a concentration on the formal links between cluster members. These appear to have been crucial to the success of many of the ACs studied. However, further research may want to investigate the role of informal links and whether such links, if important, can be promoted through public policies. Such investigations might build upon research on sub-national innovation systems (for example, Yim, 2007) and industrial districts (for example, Saxenian 1994), where informal links between cluster members have been found to be important. In Saxenian’s (1994) work, she found that one of the key reasons for Silicon Valley’s success was the movement of workers around firms and the social culture that encouraged talking about work while socializing, both of which helped to spread innovation. Whether such informal links play a role in agricultural clusters is unclear, and further research may be useful to clarify this issue. Such research would be particularly useful in the context of an increasing number of AC policies that are attempting to formalize clusters.
### ANNEX 1. CLUSTER PROJECTS APPROVED BY IDB SINCE 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Project No.</th>
<th>Approval date</th>
<th>Approved amount (US$ 000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>Support for Competitiveness</td>
<td>GY-L1006</td>
<td>JUN 28, 2006</td>
<td>26 650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Strengthening Competitiveness of Clusters in Central Region of Santa Fe Province</td>
<td>AR-M1012</td>
<td>JUN 14, 2006</td>
<td>1 900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Strengthening of the Entrepreneurial Activity Program Estado de Bahia</td>
<td>BR-L1023</td>
<td>JUN 1, 2006</td>
<td>10 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Technological Modernization Program III</td>
<td>AR-L1012</td>
<td>APR 26, 2006</td>
<td>280 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Competitiveness Support Program for Software SMEs</td>
<td>BR-M1015</td>
<td>APR 27, 2005</td>
<td>1 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Technological Innovation &amp; New Manag. Approaches in Agricultural Research AGROFUTURO</td>
<td>BR-L1001</td>
<td>DEC 1, 2004</td>
<td>33 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Program to Support Clusters Competitiveness</td>
<td>CO-M1002</td>
<td>AUG 4, 2004</td>
<td>3 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>Program to Foster Business Competitiveness</td>
<td>HO0221</td>
<td>MAY 6, 2003</td>
<td>10 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>Institutional Support to Strengthen Trade</td>
<td>BO0212</td>
<td>NOV 27, 2002</td>
<td>5 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Program to Foster Competitiveness</td>
<td>PN0145</td>
<td>JUN 19, 2002</td>
<td>7 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: IDB. http://www.iadb.org/projects; for projects with an approved amount ≥ US$1 million.*
### Annex 2. Characteristics of Latin American wine clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Cluster (% of national production)</th>
<th>Cluster cultivated surface (ha)</th>
<th>No. of firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vineyards</td>
<td>Winemakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Province of Mendoza (70%)</td>
<td>140 000</td>
<td>16 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>Tarija Central and Cinti Valleys (98%)</td>
<td>3 000</td>
<td>1 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Southern Brazil, especially the State of Rio Grande do Sul (93%)</td>
<td>45 000</td>
<td>14 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Colchagua Valley, a sub-cluster of the Maule and the Libertador Bernardo O’Higgins regions (72%)</td>
<td>23 000 ha of fine vineyards</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>Department of Canelones (60%)</td>
<td>8 600</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Argentina (McDermott, 2005); Bolivia (USAID, 2002; Paniagua Requena, 2002); Brazil (Vargas, 2001); Chile (Giuliani & Bell, 2004; www.rutadelvino.cl); Uruguay (www.vino-uruguay.com)
### Firm size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vineyards</th>
<th>Winemakers</th>
<th>Wine export/distribution firms</th>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Investments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small- and medium-size firms: 18 largest vineyards total</td>
<td>Small- and medium-size firms: 10% of total firms are cooperatives</td>
<td>Medium- and large-size firms: the top 5 export firms account for 40% of total wine export sales and the top 20 for about 70%</td>
<td>Concentrated marketing and distribution: 7 companies account for 80% of cheap table wine, and 50 premium wineries account for about 45% of fine wine volume and 70% of fine wine exports. Subcontracting is commonplace</td>
<td>US$530 million (300 in wineries and 230 in vineyards) from 1999 to 2004 in Mendoza. FDI: 62% of the investment in export-oriented wineries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% of total area dedicated to wine grape; 1 100 owners controlled about 50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small firms except for winery-owned vineyards</td>
<td>8 industrial wineries; 9 small wineries; 14 artisanal wineries</td>
<td>Medium- and large-size firms</td>
<td>Vertically integrated wine production and marketing</td>
<td>US$75 million (30 vineyards; 45 processing plants) invested in the 1990s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predominantly small firms (intensive use of family labour)</td>
<td>Predominantly small- and medium-size wineries or cooperatives; 2% of total firms are large wineries that control 30% of wine production;</td>
<td>Domestically owned firms and MNCs that entered the cluster in the 1970s (mainly through alliances with national firms) attracted by the growth of the domestic market</td>
<td>High degree of associative schemes between growers and wineries: 23 cooperatives wineries that account for approximately 35% of the whole Brazilian wine production</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predominantly micro- and small-grape growers</td>
<td>28 (22 national; 6 foreign) medium and large firms make branded bottled wine; 72 small and medium wineries produce bulk wine</td>
<td>Domestically owned and foreign medium- and large-size firms</td>
<td>Vertical integration predominates: 72 integrated bulk supplier; 21 vertically integrated, locally based firms producing fine wines. Very few non-integrated small-scale growers and local subsidiaries of large national wineries</td>
<td>FDI in the Chilean wine industry amounted to US$48.7 million in 1998–1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small firms: 86% of vineyards have up to 5 ha</td>
<td>Family businesses</td>
<td>24 wineries are members of the Uruguayan association of wine exporters (ABE)</td>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex 3. Examples of government support to agro-based clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Some examples of support interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Information collection and diffusion       | **Argentina.** Several public agencies (Instituto de Desarrollo Rural [IDR], Instituto Nacional de Tecnología Agropecuaria [INTA] and the national wine regulatory agency: Instituto Nacional de Vitivinicultura [INV]) collaborate with each other and with relevant associations to deliver timely information on international and domestic harvests and market prices. The IDR, INTA and the Agricultural Quality and Safety Institute of the province of Mendoza (ISCAMEN) implement joint projects on data collection in the more backward zones and develop new food safety and pest-prevention regulations that better address Mendoza’s diversity of microclimates and agricultural products. Other public-sector activities in this field include the design of detailed mappings of the microclimates for grapes and other agricultural products, the creation of databases on best practices on harvesting, product markets, and the development of training programmes for different sectors, zones and segments of the value chain.  
**Brazil.** IBRAVIN also provides market information to the wine cluster. The government has also produced a viticulture directory of the wine cluster.  
**Chile.** The Phytosanitary and Agriculture Service, SAG, collects and disseminates information on diseases and potential plague threats, and on planted surface to help wine grape producers make timely and informed decisions.  
**India.** Several public agencies cooperate with each other and with relevant producer associations (especially MRDBS) to provide the Maharashtra grape cluster with information relevant to cultivation techniques. These agencies include the Indian Institute of Horticulture Research, the National Research Centre for Grapes, the state agricultural university and other research institutes.  
**Thailand.** Publication of GAP for a variety of commodities. |
| Promotion of associations and networks and development of PPPs | **Argentina.** The Government of Argentina and the major wine and grape producers created the Fondo Vitivinícola in 1994 to oversee the new regulatory regime and use the proceeds of a new penalty for non-compliance to promote the wine industry and wine consumption. An Interprovincial Consultative Council with representatives of wine cluster firms was created to decentralize decision-making (McDermott, 2005).  
**Argentina (Mendoza).** In the 1990s the Government of Mendoza worked closely with the federation of cooperatives, Fecovita. The Fecovita experiment helped to strengthen collaboration between the public sector and socio-economic partners.  
**Brazil.** IBRAVIN fosters cooperation between growers and wineries in the Brazilian wine cluster.  
**Chile.** In the 1990s, CORFO financed and supported Centres of Business Development (CDEs) to create a critical mass of firms to compete in export markets. Two consortia of wine firms: Chile Vid and the CCV were initially financed by this programme (Benavente 2004).  
**Chile.** The Government of Maule organized the Berries Concertation Table to bring together cluster stakeholders to collectively address production and marketing challenges (Katz and Sánchez-Douglas, 2004).  
**Chile.** Chile has launched several ITPs in the agricultural sector, such as the Valparaiso avocado ITP, and ITPs in the Coquimbo, Maule and O’Higgins regions in support of their fruit clusters.  
**India.** One of the central institutions for collective action in the Maharashtra grape cluster is Mahagrapes. Several agencies, both state and federal, supported its formation. It not only helps coordinate collective action by producers, it also is a key institution for facilitating public-private action. |
### Annex 3. Examples of government support to agro-based clusters (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Some examples of support interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support to export activities and collective marketing initiatives</strong></td>
<td><strong>Argentina (Mendoza).</strong> ProMendoza, the provincial export agency of Mendoza: a) helps firms from various clusters/sectors, including the wine cluster, to participate in international trade fairs; b) carries out promotional activities and built new data bases to include over 40 foreign markets for wine and other products; c) organizes annual tours for foreign journalists to visit winemakers from various zones. <strong>Chile.</strong> Pro Chile (the export promotion office of Chile) has financed nearly half of total costs related to promotional activities of the wine cluster, including fairs, travel costs and marketing activities (Benavente, 2004). <strong>Uruguay.</strong> INAVI is in charge of the international promotion of fine wines (Unikowsky, 2005). Government support has been decisive in most Latin American wine clusters to obtain DOCs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provision of training and technical assistance to cluster stakeholders</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bolivia.</strong> CENAVIT provides technical assistance to wine grape producers and winemakers in order to improve quality and increase the planted area. <strong>Brazil.</strong> IBRAVIN provides support to improve wine grape quality and viticulture practices. <strong>Brazil.</strong> The Government of Santa Catarina provides extension services to smallholder producers from the apple cluster. <strong>Chile.</strong> The Chilean Government has promoted and financed technological learning, especially among small producers, through CORFO and other programmes (Benavente, 2004).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improvement of access to finance</strong></td>
<td><strong>Argentina.</strong> The FTC fund (Fondo para la Transformación y el Crecimiento) has provided direct credit support to about 5 000 firms belonging to the wine cluster (US$50 million) and has collaborated with local banks and relevant associations to reduce approval time, codify new forms of loan security, and help finance a greater number of small firms for grape harvests and vineyard conversion (McDermott, 2005).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy support and regulatory function</strong></td>
<td><strong>Argentina (Mendoza).</strong> Argentina has made an important effort (at both central and provincial levels) to create new policies and institutions with socio-economic partners to support the wine cluster. As an example, Mendoza developed over 75 programmes and policies (from credit, to insurance, to R&amp;D, to health standards and pest prevention) in the 1990s that have directly and indirectly assisted firms in the wine cluster (McDermott, 2005). <strong>Bolivia.</strong> CENAVIT provides quality certification services to the wine cluster. <strong>Brazil.</strong> The government has prepared new legislation for the wine cluster in order to improve its competitiveness. <strong>Chile.</strong> The country liberalized grape and wine production and exports. <strong>Chile.</strong> SAG enforces the legislation related to wineries and vineyards according to rules and laws previously established. <strong>Uruguay.</strong> INAVI controls the quality of fine wines and the DOC indication (Unikowsky, 2005). <strong>India.</strong> The government has supported the development of the agri-business sector in general through a variety of policies. These include the relaxing of FDI norms and the deregulation of the sector from licenses and import duties. Additionally, the Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee (APMC) Act has been modified to allow the private sector to procure directly from farmers, and the new Food Safety and Standards Act has harmonized the large amount of previously existing food safety regulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Annex 3. Examples of government support to agro-based clusters (continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Some examples of support interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Creation of an enabling environment, including public investment in infrastructure   | **Brazil.** CODEVASF developed the irrigation infrastructure needed to induce the Petrolina-Juazeiro mango and grape clusters.  
**Chile.** In order to attract FDI to the wine and fruit clusters, Chile has worked hard towards streamlining its bureaucracy and established clear rules supported by a well-established property rights system (Benavente, 2004).  
**Uruguay.** INAVI has supported industry rationalization and the renovation of 3 000 ha of vineyards (Unikowsky, 2005).  
**India.** The Ministry of Food Processing has undertaken several initiatives to upgrade the relevant infrastructure. It has schemes for packaging centres, modernized abattoirs, integrated cold chain facilities and value-added centres. It has also supported the setting up of food parks; sites where common facilities (such as cold storage, laboratories, processing facilities, and power supply) can be assisted (FAO, 2007 – Punjabi). |
| Research and development                                                             | **Bolivia.** CENAVIT works in research and diffusion areas of interest to the wine cluster.  
**Brazil.** EMBRAPA created in 1975 the National Centre for Research on Grape and Wine of Brazil.  
**Chile.** The CORFO programme *Innova Chile* has promoted the creation of two research and innovation consortia formed by industry associations and universities related to the wine cluster: VINNOVA and CCDV. |

*Source: Author’s elaboration with examples from various sources.*
Annex 4. Examples of support from universities to agro-based clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Some examples of support interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provision of training and technical assistance to cluster stakeholders</td>
<td>Indonesia. From the late 1970s the Indonesian Government supported SME clusters with technical training. Particularly through the small industries development program (BIPIK), training courses were provided by extension workers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of an enabling environment, including public investment in infrastructure</td>
<td>Malaysia. Recent attempts to promote the palm oil industry have included the establishment of POICs. These are zones that aim to attract downstream palm oil processing industries and often include much infrastructure investment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and development</td>
<td>Taiwan. The government has invested heavily in its workforce's human capital, while it has also provided funding for building research infrastructure. Such investment has helped the Taiwanese cut-flower sector move into new, more profitable, flower varieties (Chaminade and Vang, 2006).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author's elaboration with examples from various sources.
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Agro-based clusters in developing countries: staying competitive in a globalized economy

An agro-based cluster is a concentration of producers, agribusinesses and institutions that are engaged in the same agricultural or agro-industrial subsector, and interconnect and build value networks when addressing common challenges and pursuing common opportunities.

Cluster approaches recognize that all the actors in the agricultural value chain are often more innovative and successful when they interact with supporting institutions and other actors in the supply chain. By promoting vertical and horizontal links between local agricultural enterprises, as well as supporting relationships between them and facilitating organizations (e.g. local governments, research institutes and universities), cluster policies promote the diffusion of innovation, as well as the use and generation of important local externalities. Agro-based clusters can also enhance access to markets and information. Cluster policies are argued to be crucial for small-scale farmers and agribusiness, as they enable them to engage in higher productivity, and more market-oriented and higher value-added production. Accordingly, central and local governments have discovered that cluster promotion is a valuable tool to support agricultural enterprises in their territory and help them link to global agricultural value chains in a more efficient and sustainable manner.

The present paper presents existing literature and methodologies on agro-based cluster development, and provides insights into cluster promotion in Latin America, Asia and Africa. It offers as well a series of best practices recommendations to ensure that governments and other facilitating institutions provide effective support to agricultural clusters in the developing world. These recommendations relate to areas where government support is necessary and beneficial, and principles that should guide public interventions concerning agricultural clusters. However, as with everything out in the real world, all about agricultural clusters is not perfect. Consequently, the report ends with a discussion of the limitations and potential risks posed by inadequate agricultural cluster policies.